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An opportunity exists to improve the profitability of 
block-caving mines by the use of operations research tech- 
niques. In this thesis, modelling methods have been de­
veloped for calculating ore reserves, establishing optimum 
ultimate mining limits, and determining profitability of 
block-caving mines*
Applications of the techniques in modelling a hypo­
thetical molybdenum orebody, which closely resembles actual 
porphyry-type molybdenum orebodies, are presented*
Discussion is presented as to how the data produced by 
these modelling techniques might be used in solving the 
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Block-caving mines are generally large operations* Due 
to the size of a typical block-caving orebody, calculating 
ore reserves, valuing the mine, and scheduling the production 
of the mine are complicated processes requiring much time and 
effort* If these processes are to be worthwhile, they must 
be performed to a high degree of accuracy and provide very 
reliable estimates of ore reserves, economic value, and opti-: 
mum schedule of production for the operation* Successful 
performance of these functions results in greater returns on 
investment to the company which is particularly important if 
very large initial investment is required, as in block-caving 
operations* If means of calculating ore reserves, evaluating 
the orebody, and analyzing the scheduling of production could, 
be developed which would require less time and effort while 
providing a high degree of accuracy and reliability in the 
results, they would be very worth while to the mining indus­
try.
The purpose of this study is to develop models for use 
in calculation of ore reserves and evaluation of block-caving 
orebodies, and to discuss ways in which these models could be 
applied in production scheduling processes* The models are
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developed for progressive block-caving, in which a mining 
area is exploited by developing ore and drawing ore at the 
same time• They are, however, applicable to total block- 
caving, where a large area of ore is undercut at one time 
and the contact plane of the ore and waste is kept horizontal.
Applications of the models to numerical examples will be 
included. The data will be fictitious, but closely resemble 
that which would be associated with a block-caving, porphyry- 
type molybdenum property. Applications of some production 
scheduling techniques which could be used with the particu­
lar output of these models will then be discussed.
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A GENERAL DISCUSSION OF ORE RESERVE CALCULATION, 
VALUATION AND PRODUCTION SCHEDULING 
OF BLOCK-CAVING MINES
There are many Methods available for the calculation of 
ore reserves, valuation and production scheduling of mining 
operations. General discussion of techniques of calculating 
and valuing ore reserves may be found in several mining texts, 
including Peelefs Mining Engineers Handbook, but particularly 
in Park*s Examination and Valuation of Mineral Property which; 
has been used for many years as the text for courses in mine 
valuation at many mining schools. Some particular works which 
were of value in researching techniques in these areas are 
Hazenls Some Statistical Techniques for Analyzing Mine and 
Mineral Deposit Data, which is primarily a discussion of the j 
statistical analysis methods applicable to sampling data, 
Johnson and Sharp*s (1971) A Three Dimensional Dynamic Pro­
gramming Method for Optimal Ultimate Open Pit Design, which 
discusses operations research techniques for determining 
profitability and establishing the ultimate limits of open- 
pit mines, and Magri’s (1971) Long- and Intermediate-Range 
Production Planning for Block-Caving Mines and Optimization 
Procedures for Open Pit Mine Scheduling by Davis and Williams
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(1973) of ASARCO, both of which discuss applications of oper­
ations research techniques (mathematical programming) in 
scheduling mine production.
One of the tasks in mine planning is usually the deter­
mination of an optimum ultimate mining limit. Most of the 
useful work in this area for the past several years has been 
concentrated on open-pit mining. Five classes of procedures 
for solving the ultimate mining limit problem have been 
developed, which are:
1. Moving cone method (Erickson and Pana, 1966) r
2. Graph-oriented technique (Lerchs and Grossmann, 1965*
Lipkewich and Borgman, 1969)
3# Dynamic programming technique (Lerchs and Grossmann, 
1965, Johnson and Sharp, 1971, Sharp, 1973)
if. Network flow method (Johnson, 1968)
3* Pillar method (Meyer, 1966, .1967 and 1969)
Of these techniques, only Sharp's dynamic programming tech­
nique (1973)* was developed for underground application 
(specifically to horizontal deposits).
There are also several methods which could be used in 
solving the problem of production scheduling, which include:




4. Mixed linear-integer programming 
5# Linear programming (Magri, 1971)
6* Combined linear-parametric programming (Davis and 
Williams, 1973, Davis, 1973 and Williams, 1973)
The majority (all except Magri) of these techniques have 
been developed for application in open-pit mining* The purpose 
of this section is to review traditional methods used in calcu­
lating ore reserves, establishing mine value, and scheduling 
production of block-caving mines, and to determine if techniques 
similar to those listed, but developed for application in block- 
caving mines (rather than open-pit) would be useful.
Procedures of Calculating Ore Reserves
Most of the methods which are currently used ̂ in calcu­
lating the ore reserves of block-caving mine's require a great 
amount of manual calculation, and are generally quite time 
consuming. In a typical manual procedure, the first step is 
to lay out the areas of interest on geologic sections of the 
orebody. Grades are then assigned to these areas as indicated 
through the analysis of sample data taken in these areas, 
such as are available from assays of diamond drill cores.
Many techniques have been developed for dividing the areas of 
interest into zones and assigning grades to these zones. The 
zones may take the shape of regular polygons if a standard
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drilling and sampling pattern is used. The polygonal method 
or triangular method, as discussed in Parks (1957), may be 
applied to create zones particularly if an irregular drilling - 
pattern has been followed. In many situations the zones of 
the orebody may be laid out by the geologist who drav/s the 
geologic cross-sections of the orebody. In such a case, 
through his familiarity with the orebody, the geologist is 
able to draw reasonable inferences between sample locations 
and general geologic characteristics. Recent work in geosta­
tistics has developed new methods of interpolating ore grades 
and zoning between data points. Applications of geostatistics 
and similar methods may allow the direct reduction of samp­
ling information to ore-zone plots through statistical analy­
sis and curve- and surface-fitting techniques* These tech­
niques are quite often limited to simple orebodies"or require 
the use of large scientific computers. Since most of the 
orebodies that are block-caved are complex and large computers 
are not freely available, few practical applications of these 
newest methods have been made. The major difficulty in 
attempting to apply geostatistics is, in the author*s opinion, 
that few people have a sufficient background in higher level 
mathematics to understand the theory involved.
Assigning grades to zones is generally accomplished while 
the zones are being established. When zones have been estab-
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lished by the location of the sample points, the grade of a 
particular zone is based on the samples which define that 
zone. Examples of this, type would be any of the methods 
which establish polygonal zones (triangular, rectangular or 
multisided). If zoning is done by the geologist, or is 
accomplished by geostatistical techniques, the grade of the 
zone can be determined through statistical analysis of the 
samples occurring in the zone.
The next step is to calculate a "volume of influence.11 of 
each zone. Although there are only two dimensions on a geo­
logic section, the ultimate goal is to calculate the volume 
of ore. It is necessary, then, to assign a thickness of 
influence to the geologic section. In a regular orebody, 
a uniform variation can be assumed, and the thickness of 
influence would be halfway to adjoining sections. The total 
volume represented by a zone is calculated, then, by multi­
plying the area of that zone by the thickness of influence 
of the section.
It is then, usually a simple matter to calculate the ton­
nage of ore represented by the zone by multiplying the volume 
by the tonnage per unit volume of the material. It may be 
necessary, in complex orebodies, to consider the different 
specific gravities of ore and gangue materials present in
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arriving at proper tonnage-volume relationships. A total 
tonnage for all blocks of ore in the area of interest can be 
summed, and a weighted average grade for these n blocks of 
ore can be calculated as:
n
2  tonnage. * grade.* i»1Weighted average grade = — ......   — ■...
tonnage^
When the ore reserve of a block-caving property is being 
calculated, it is also necessary to make allowances for ore 
being lost (not recovered) due to interference from adjoining 
drawpoints, and allowances for dilution of the ore by waste 
material coming from outside the ore column as ore is drawn. 
While for some operations these adjustments are minor, loss 
and dilution can significantly affect the recoverable reserve 
figures for many operations. Loss and dilution can be expres­
sed as functions of the tonnage drawn from the drawpoint. As 
the amount of material drawn from the drawpoint increases, so 
may the amounts of material lost and the amojint of dilution. 
Since tonnage drawn may be expressed in terms of feet of ore 
column above a drawpoint, the specific loss and dilution at 
any location in that ore column could be reasonably estimated. 
Bather than estimating loss and dilution at incremental levels 
of the ore column, however, adjustments are generally made to 
the total reserve of a drawpoint on the basis of average loss
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and dilution amounts* In either case, the appropriate adjust­
ments can be established either through historical data or 
experimental and analytical results for an individual orebody. 
Since the treatment of loss and dilution varies from one oper­
ation to another, the criteria are generally established by 
operating personnel at the property.
Discussion of Procedures of Calculating Ore Reserves
Most of the problems in calculating the ore reserves of 
massive orebodies of the type amenable to block-caving are 
associated with the time and manpower required. If sufficient 
time and manpower are available, these calculations can be of 
sufficient reliability to provide a high level of confidence 
in the results. The ore reserve calculations for a large ore­
body are, however, a continuous process. Reserve calculations 
should be continually updated as new geologic information 
becomes available. Additionally, ore reserve calculations 
are carried out at several levels of 11 confidence”, with each 
successive calculation being more accurate and a more reliable 
estimate of the actual reserves of the orebody. A preliminary 
level of confidence is required for calculations used in long- 
range planning. A more highly confident preliminary level 
would be necessary for mid-range planning. The highest con­
fidence level of calculations is necessary for short-range
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planning and daily production control. At this highest level, 
the reserve of an individual drawpoint should he estimated 
accurately and reliably.
Although the time and manpower required in these calcu­
lations vary with different orebodies and different techniques, 
they are always significant. From personal experience at the 
Climax Mine, the time required to analyze a block of moderate 
dimensions (4-00 ft long, 200 ft wide and 300 ft high) would be 
from three to eight man-d-ys if the examination was carried 
out on one set of sections only. If the geology was complex, 
and it was necessary to examine east-west, north-south, and 
horizontal sections, the time could approach a full man-month. 
If these time estimates are extended, the time required to 
analyze an orebody whose dimensions were 1000 ft wide, 1000 
ft long and 600 ft high (approximately 25 times greater vol­
ume) could be between 225 suiJ 600 man-days. A reasonable 
estimate would be kOO man-days, or 3/k year's work for two 
men* A porphyry-type molybdenum orebody of these larger 
dimensions would contain approximately 50 million tons of ore, 
which sounds large compared to many underground operations. 
Compared to block-caving mines such as the Henderson Mine 
which has ore reserves of 305 million (Engineering and Mining 
Journal, 1972, p. 111) tons, this ''large11 orebody can be seen 
to be relatively small.
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If greater confidence (more reliability), is desired, 
small volumes should be considered when the reserves are cal­
culated. Let the above 50 million ton orebody be divided 
into succeedingly smaller volumes. First, two blocks of the 
orebody could be established by dividing the orebody on its 
centerline. Then equally-spaced drifts, parallel to the 
centerline, could be outlined in each block. Next, 2lf draw­
point s can be laid out on each side of each production drift. 
The final total is 2 blocks x 25 drifts/block x Z l\ drawpoints/ 
drift-side x 2 drift-sides/drift. For each of these 2^00 
volumes, an accurate, reliable reserve should be calculated 
for short-range planning purposes.
Since time is not generally available for these calcula­
tions, the reserves of an individual drawpoint are not calcu­
lated until it is absolutely necessary to do so. 'This is, of 
course, at that point in time at which the drawpoint is brought 
into production. It is generally impractical to consider 
volumes smaller than individual "stopes” (columns of ore above 
drawpoints) because to do so requires too much time and man­
power in calculations when done manually.
The advantages of a technique for modelling of an ore 
deposit would be speed, reliability and flexibility. Once the 
model is developed, the reserves of an ore deposit could be 
calculated under varying sets of limit criteria very quickly.
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The reserves of an orebody could be tabulated by drawpoint 
from the start. As new geologic information became available, 
the inclusion of the data in the model would increase the 
reliability of the results.
Procedures of Valuation
While procedures for the calculation of "ore*1 reserves 
have been examined, mineralization cannot rightfully be called 
'•ore” unless an economic value can be established. Many 
items can be considered when determining the economic value 
of mineralization. Some of these might be:
1. A minimum tonnage, or ore column height, which must 
be mined from a drawpoint to justify the investment 
required.
2. A maximum feasible tonnage, or ore column height, 
which can be mined from a drawpoint. It is impos­
sible to mine above the next higher production level 
or to the surface, obviously, but restriction on 
height may also occur if loss and dilution would 
become too severe past a certain point.
3* A minimum grade of ore that is desired to be drawn 
from the stope.
k. A minimum average grade of ore to be drawn over the 
life of the stope.
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Guidelines of this type can be established for calcula­
ting the total ore reserves of a mine, or for preliminary ore 
reserve calculations. Before production starts, however, 
exact calculations should be performed to assure that the 
proper economic limits of the orebody have been established. 
These calculations are most especially required for the fringe 
stopes which lie on the hanging- and foot-walls of the ore­
body.
Valuation of Individual Stopes
The object of valuating individual stopes is simply to 
determine whether or not a sufficient profit can be made by 
mining the stope. The cost of producing material from the 
stope is compared with the revenue obtained from the sale of 
the material. Costs incurred in producing material from a 
stope could include:
1. A portion of the capital investment in the total 
project which has been assigned to the individual 
stope. -
2. The further pre-production expense required in the 
development of the stope (development cost).
3* The costs incurred in removing material from the 
stope and transporting it to the processing plant 
(mining cost).
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if*. The cost of processing the ore to yield a marketable 
product (milling c ost)*
5. The cost of selling the marketable product (packing, 
freight, etc.).
6* Overhead (General and Administrative costs, such as 
townsite and plant maintenance, property taxes, water 
and sewer facilities, and other such costs).
There are two general ways to analyze a fringe stope. A stope 
can be analyzed by examining the rate of return on capital 
investment expected to be realized for that individual stope. 
Due to the varying number of stopes and varying times at which 
capital investments are made, an easier practice for engineer­
ing personnel uirould be one in which the rate of return of an 
individual stope could be ignored. This can be accomplished 
if corporate accountants analyze the operation to determine a 
maximum cost per unit allowable in the total operation, and 
engineers can then determine if the unit cost which would be 
realized for any particular stope is less than or equal to 
this maximum. The philosophy behind this method is sometimes 
expressed in industry as "every pound pays for itself.11 The 
latter method is particularly well suited to an industry such 
as the molybdenum industry, in which the product is seldom 
sold at its posted market price, and is, in fact, usually sold 
at a widely varying range of prices, which would make the
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analysis of expected rate of return more difficult.
Consider an example, based on a purely hypothetical 
molybdenum property. The mine has 2,000 stopes, each of 
which contain 58,000 tons of ore. Capital investment has 
been $200 million, invested at the rate of $k0 million per 
year for five years. The analysis presented is for a hypo­
thetical stope which can and will be developed and produced 
in the first year after investment ends. The grade of ore 
in the particular stope is 0.A00 percent MoS^. Other infor­
mation is tabulated as follows:
Production Costs —
Mining, per ton ore drawn $ .85
Milling* per ton ore input $1.15
General and Administrative, per ton ore $ .65
Cleaning, drying, packing and loading of
concentrate, per pound Mo contained in
concentrate * $.018
Freight, concentrate, per pound Mo contained $.017
Mill Recovery
Market Price, MoS£ concentrate, delivered, per
pound Mo contained $1.72
For the first analysis, assume the minimum company rate of
return is 10 percent. The initial analysis is presented as:
Pounds Molybdenum Recovered —
58,000 tons ore * Q.k% MoS2 * =
278,kOO pounds molybdenum recovered in ore
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278,400 * 90% Hill Recovery « 250,560 pounds Mo 
recovered in mill
Costs, Exclusive of Capital —
Development of one stope S 70,000.00
Mining (58,000 tons * $.85 per ton) 49,300.00
Milling (58,000 tons * #1.15 per ton) 64,090.00
General and Administrative
(58,000 tons * #.65 per ton) 37,700.00
Cleaning, drying, packing and loading 
(250,560 pounds Mo * #.018 per pound Mo) 4,510.08
Freight (250,560 pounds Mo * #.017 per 
pound Mo) 4,259.52
TOTAL $229,859•60
Analysis by First Method (Rate of Return on Individual 
Stope). The method of analysis applied is the determination 
of the discounted cash flow rate of return. The annual cash 
flows attributable to the stope are calculated, and the rate 
of return, i, at which the present value of investment equals^ 
the present value of the positive cash flows is then calcu­
lated. The cash flow attributable to this stope may be cal­
culated as follows:
Gross Income (250,560 pounds Mo * $1.72
per pound) #430,963.20
Minus operating costs, including
development expense, as above -229,859*60
Minus Depreciation, units of production
basis (#200,000,000 i 2000 stopes) -100,000.00
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Gross Profit Before Depletion $101,103.60
Minus Depletion
Minimum of: ---:—
1?% Gross Income Sg^,263#74 30% Gross Profit B e  Depletion 
$50,351.80** >50.551.80
Taxable Income $ 50,551.80
Minus Income Tax @ 48% >24.264.86
Net After Tax $ 36,286.94
Plus Depreciation +100,000.00
Plus Depletion + 50,551.80
Minus Capital Expenditures -______0.00
CASH FLOW $186.838.74
If the starting time is taken as the time at which the first 







(Investment per year a $200,000,000 <J 2000 stopes ; 5 years = 
$20,000 per stope per year)
A present value equation for this situation becomes:
$20,000 . $20,000 . $20,000 . $20,000 . $20,000# + ■>■.......... y  ■ T W  *T wmpIw KBmmm f « ■ »n i Ji i. ■■-■ £
(1+i) (1 +i) ( U i P  (1+iT
(l+i V
Solving for i, the discounted cash flow return on investment 
(DCFR0I) is 21,62 percent. Since this is greater than the 10 
percent minimum DCFR0I, the stope is economically acceptable. 
Analysis by Second Method (Maximum Alloy/able Unit Cost), 
Assume that corporate management has established a maximum 
allowable unit cost of $1,25 per pound molybdenum contained 
as product. This is, in their opinion, the maximum operating 
cost allowable to still result in the proper econojnic return. 
The total operating expense, including deveXopment, as calcu­
lated above is $229,859*60, The pounds molybdenum recovered, 
as above, are 250,560, The cost per pound molybdenum recov­
ered is:
$229,859*60 * 250,560 = $0,917 
Since the cost of $0,917 is below the maximum allowable unit 
cost of $1.25, we conclude that the stope is economically 
feasible.
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Discussion of Procedures of Valuation
A variety of complications could occur in the first method 
of analysis of a fringe stope as presented above* The sources 
of these complications could include:
1* Varying lengths of time between capital investments.
2. Varying amounts of capital investments.
3* Capital investment occurring before, during and after 
stope production.
4* Assigning depreciation to a stope if a basis other 
than units of production is used.
3* Varying lengths of time between capital investment 
and production from an individual stope. r'
6. Varying production life of a stope.
If all the possible complications are considered, ̂-it could be 
possible to generate an economic uniqueness^for almost every 
stope analyzed. The analysis by the second method, however, 
obviously requires less calculation, and provides at least an 
identical method for every stope analyzed. The maximum allow­
able cost method would, then, seem to be the preferable method 
of valuation for operating personnel as opposed to account­
ants. What, however, determines the maximum allowable cost?
The best way to establish a maximum allowable cost would be 
through accountant's analysis of a propertyfs position in 
corporate economic structure. For example, a preliminary
t
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analysis of ore reserves can be performed by engineers on a 
prospect, based on simple, arbitrarily defined criteria 
(such as one minimum ore column height, a minimum average 
grade, and a cutoff grade below which ore will not be taken)* 
From such a preliminary reserve estimate, alternative lives 
and production rates' are then established* The different 
capital investments required for these alternatives are esti­
mated. By accountant's economic analysis, considering maxi­
mizing the wealth of the corporation, the most desirable of 
these alternatives is selected. Now that a specific situa­
tion has been established, it is possible to determine a max­
imum allowable unit cost, and a more stringent set of valua­
tion criteria for the mine.
It is, also, now possible to perform a new calculation 
of ore reserves, carried out under these more stringent re­
strictions. Then a new economic analysis of the property can 
generate a third set of valuation criteria. The process can 
be iterated as many times as desired. A higher degree of 
refinement can be achieved each time, until the desired level 
of confidence is reached. The corporation can determine the 
appropriate maximum allowable unit cost and operations per­
sonnel can deal with the simpler method of analysis. Since, 
as has been previously pointed out, the calculation of ore 
reserves is generally carried out at successively higher
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levels of confidence, the procedures of iteration of ore 
reserve calculation and valuation are actually quite compat­
ible.
The valuation of a non-fringe stope is easier than the 
valuation of a fringe stope. The non-fringe stope should have 
a higher tonnage and/or a better grade than the fringe stopes 
due to its location. The object is not necessarily to deter­
mine if the stope can be mined at a profit, but rather how 
much can be mined at a profit. This is accomplished by deter­
mining the height to which the ore column can be taken before 
incremental production from the stope ceases to be profitable.
Quite often, in practice, this determination of mining 
height is not a part of the valuation. Instead, an arbitrary 
limit to height or grade of ore is established by mine plan­
ning personnel, and it is assumed that ore will be taken up 
to this point and not taken after this point.
Clearly, a modelling technique for valuation could offer 
several advantages. In addition to saving time and manpower, 
a modelling technique could offer incremental analysis of each 
stope to determine the proper limit of mining, and consider 
the relations of all the stopes in determining the ultimate 
optimum limits of mining and total profitability involved.
The model could be applied with various input costs, arriving 
at several expected profitabilities and a "most probable"
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profitability could be estimated. Correspondingly, a "most 
desirable” mining configuration could be determined through 
application of this model.
Procedures of Production Scheduling
Production scheduling is necessary to make sure that the 
proper tonnages and grades of ore are taken over the life of 
the mine. If the production of a mine can exceed the demand 
of its market, then the production should be limited to meet 
the market or stockpile demands. The production should also 
be scheduled to result in maximizing the wealth of the corpor­
ation, and if production of the mine cannot meet market demands, 
this is indeed the prime consideration. There are three gen­
eral areas in which production constraints lie, which are:
1. Constraints of market (tonnage and grade).
2. Constraints of mine (draw control, development 
sequencing and design capabilities).
3* Constraints of plant (mill capacity, minimum and 
maximum).
Proper production scheduling determines the point at which 
mining starts, the sequencing of drawpoints being brought into 
production, and the production rates of individual drawpoints 
over various time intervals. If the proper scheduling is
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achieved, the schedule so generated meets all of the constraints 
generated from these three sources, and optimum production is 
realized over the life of the mine.
Marketing Constraints and Plant Constraints
It is easy to define the constraints associated with 
grade of ore. From a simple economic view, it is necessary 
to have the proper grade of ore which will yield the amount 
of product needed to fulfill the demand of the market, if the 
quantity demanded is specified. If there is no specified 
market quantity, then the grade desired is the grade which 
will lead to maximum wealth of the company. To make it 
possible to meet grade constraints consistently throughout 
the life of the mine, it is necessary to know the grade of 
ore available at every drawpoint at any time. Initially, the 
calculated grade of the drawpoint can be used. As production 
comes from the drawpoint, it may be desirable to sample the 
ore to assure that the grade is as was predicted, and change 
the predictions -as necessary. Obviously, too, the production 
must meet the demands and limits of the mill.
Mine Constraints
By far, the largest group of constraints is the mine
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constraints* To allow for continuation of operations in a 
logical and profitable manner, the schedule for development 
of drawpoints must be optimized* As mining progresses, there 
should be a minimum and maximum prepared tonnage and available 
tonnage in the mine* The available equipment shifts should 
be controlled closely to assure relatively constant levels of 
equipment usage and manpower* The area being mined, that is, 
the number of stopes from which production is being taken at 
one time, should be minimized* A minimum and maximum tonnage 
which can be drawn from any one drawpoint should be estab­
lished, which is primarily dependent on draw control consid­
erations. There should be allowance for a mine stockpile, if 
necessary to smooth the grade and tonnage rates from the 
mine* Allowance must be given for variable haulage costs, if 
necessary, and grade requirements of the mill must be met.
Discussion of Production Scheduling
The major problem of production scheduling is again time, 
and manpower. Trial and error approaches may be sufficient 
on a year-to-year basis, but fall short in the long run*
There is necessity to consider too many different factors in 
long-range production scheduling, and some technique of anal­
ysis should be developed which makes the determination of the 
optimum production schedule a realizable goal*
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Magri1s work was an attempt to apply linear programming 
techniques in production scheduling analysis. Although his 
work considered very well many of the constraints which are 
present in block-caving operations, his methods have not been 
used in industry. As was pointed out in Magri*s thesis, what 
is needed is a more flexible programming technique.
ASARCO has developed a technique, using primarily linear 
and dynamic programming methods, which achieves the detail in­
dicated by Magri as being desirable. Their scheduling prob­
lem was, however, for an open-pit mine, and not for block- 
caving mines. If such methods could be applied to block- 
caving mines, significant improvement in operations might be 
realized.
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MODELLING AND ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES FOR 
BLOCK-CAVING MINES
The three objectives in the development of the modeling 
and analytical techniques presented in this thesis were:
1 * Develop an ore reserve model which could estimate
ore reserves with sufficient detail to allow reliable 
and accurate analysis of reserves in increments above 
individual drawpoints*
2. Develop a routine which would determine the profit 
value of the ore reserves and the optimum ultimate 
limit is of mining*
3* Investigate a procedure for using the data of the 
two models for production scheduling of the mine*
Ore Reserve Model
As has been previously discussed, there are mapy methods 
of zoning orebodies and assigning grades to these zones* If 
a truly workable model was to be constructed which would both 
meet objective number one above and be compatible with the 
various presently used manual methods of zoning and grading, 
a common point of the zoning and grading techniques had to be 
found to serve as a starting place* All of the zoning methods
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discussed earlier can be used to generate cross-sections 
through the orebody which are divided into zones, with grades 
assigned for these zones. Most of these methods accomplish 
the zoning and grading by mathematical techniques, so the 
process can be carried out through the use of a digital com­
puter. The ore zone and grade data are easily digitized for 
use in an ore reserve model. The most general case would be 
that in which zones are established by the geologist when he 
draws the section. Since his zoning is not necessarily 
accomplished by mathematical calculations, his maps must be 
manually digitized. The common point at which to start was 
taken as that point at which zoned and graded cross-sections 
of the orebody'either are available or could be generated from 
available data.
The model developed from this point is essentially divided 
into three phases. The first phase consists of digitizing a 
cross-section and creating a model of the cross-section in 
two dimensions. In this model, the cross-section is repre­
sented as a matrix of rectangles. The rectangles are all the 
same size? and a grade is assigned to each one by use of meth­
ods which will be explained later in this text. The rectang­
les are also sufficiently small to allow each one to be con­
sidered as an essentially homogeneous block of ore. The 
object is similar to that of the finite element method of
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stress analysis in that it is desired to represent a large 
heterogeneous mass as a collection of small, individually 
homogeneous masses. In phase two, the two-dimensional models 
of the cross-section are used to generate a volumetric model 
of the orebody. By interpolating between sections, a three- 
dimensional matrix of prisms can be generated. Again, the 
prisms are all of equal volume, and a grade is assigned to 
each prism. The third phase is to combine all the prisms 
lying above a specific drawpoint to obtain the reserve of the 
drawpoint. Since the model is already divided into increments 
vertically, it is also possible to perform detailed consider­
ation of loss and dilution when the prisms above a drawpoint 
are summed. When the modelling is completed, the result can 
be a tabulation of the ore reserves of the mine stope by 
stope, and the reserves for each individual stope can be ex­
pressed increment silly. The reserves model will provide detailed 
input for valuation and production scheduling techniques.
Modelling of a Cross-Section
To establish a model of the cross-section, the desired 
size of rectangle must first be decided. A size is desired 
that is sufficiently small, so that the rectangle is, for 
practical purposes, homogeneous. However, limitations of 
computer core size prohibit using too small a rectangle, as
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might the amount of time required to digitize the data; if the 
size selected would require more time to digitize than would 
normally be used in manually calculating the ore reserves, 
the size is undesirable* If the ore column of a stope in 
horizontal section is viewed, it would probably be desirable 
that this section be represented by at least four rectangles. 
The height of a prism should be selected so that the ore 
column is divided into at least 10 increments of elevation.
For the Henderson Mine of the Climax Molybdenum Company, the 
drawpoint dimensions are 1+0 ft by kO ft in horizontal section, 
and ore columns are generally 300 ft to if50 ft high (Engineer­
ing and Mining Journal, 1972, p. 111). The dimensions of 
prisms for a model of this orebody could be selected at 20 ft 
by 20 ft by 20 ft. If geologic sections are provided on 100t
ft centers, 20 ft is indeed a very convenient dimension.
Since the prisms in this case become cubes,, the calculation 
of volumes and areas represented would be identical in any 
direction, which is another convenience. Admittedly, the 
dimensions of drawpoints for other operations may not be so 
convenient. Yet by following a similar analysis, a prism 
size could be decided for modelling any operation, and once 
the prism size is established, the size rectangles to use in 
modelling the geologic sections is known.
When the grid of rectangles is laid out on a geologic
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section, it is obvious that many rectangles are wholly con­
tained in one grade zone* The grade of these rectangles is 
then taken to be the grade of the zone in which they lie.
There will be many rectangles, however, that lie on contacts 
between grade zones* The grade of these rectangles will have 
to be calculated* A reasonable means of calculating the grade 
of such rectangles would be to assign a grade to each edge of 
the rectangle and sum the edges of the rectangle to achieve 
a weighted average grade of the area. The grade of each edge 
can be calculated by proration* The sum of percent line seg­
ment lying in each zone multiplied by the grade of the zone 
in which it lies would give a grade for the edge* This pro­
cess is shown in Figure 1.
In its final form, it can be seen that what is done with
the model is to approximate an area by "counting*1 the number 
of squares or rectangles of a smaller size which lie within 
that area* Such a method is quite commonly used in lieu of 
planimetry, to determine areas under a non-integrable curve, 
for example. If, indeed, squares of a size 20 ft by 20 ft
were used to determine an area of approximately 500 ft by
1000 ft, the area would be represented as 1250 squares. Since 
each square would represent 0*08 percent of the total area, 
the size is sufficiently small to minimize the effects of 
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FIGURE I : Prorating grade of a rectangle.
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approximation.
Modelling of the Orebody
When sill geologic sections of the orebody have been mod­
elled in two dimensions, the orebody as a whole can be model­
led in three dimensions* A rectangle on the section model 
represents a face of a prism in the three-dimensional model* 
In our example, where the prisms are 20 ft cubes and sections 
are on 100 ft centers, there are five sets of prisms between 
two adjoining sections. This is illustrated in Figure 2. If 
rectangle r on the first section is examined, it can be seen 
that there is a corresponding rectangle r on the second sec­
tion. Refer to these as r^ and r^ respectively. Between 
rectangles and r^ there are five prisms, which will be 
designated as/.p pr>2; VT y  Pr 4 Pr 5 going from r1 
to r^9 as illustrated in Figure 3* Now a grade must be 
assigned to each of these prisms. To do this, the thickness 
of influence of the geologic sections must be considered. If 
the ore reserves were being calculated by the traditional 
polygonal method, it could be assumed that the influence of a 
sample point extends halfway to the adjoining sample point.
It could then be assumed that the grade of rectangle rj 
extends halfway to rectangle r2, and vice versa. If this is 





FIGURE 2 : Location of prisms between sections.
FIGURE 3: Nomenclature of prisms.
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50 ft towards each adjoining section* Grades for the prisms 
would be assigned according to the following table*
Prism Percent c ontained
in thickness of influence of
Percent contained Total
times grade of Weighted
Sec. 1 Sec * 2 ri r2 Grade
Pr,1 TOO 0 0 ri
Pr,2 100 0 l.r, 0 ri




0 100 0 1.r2 r2
Pr*5 0 100 0 1 *r2 r2
It is possible to assign grades differently, however, if a 
linear variation is assumed between sections* Such an assump­
tion will give the same weighted average grade for the total 
block of ore lying between rectangles r^ and r^, and at the 
same time may provide a truer representation of the varia­
tion of grade between geologic sections. If a linear varia­
tion is assumed, the grades of the prisms can be calculated 
as presented in the following table.
Prism Grade of Prism
Pr,1 .9 r, + .1 r2
pr,2 .7 r1 + .3 r2
Pr,5 .5 + .5 r2 '
pr,/f .3 + .7 r2
pr,5 .1 p1 + .9 r2
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If the orebody to be analyzed were exceedingly complex, a 
similar type of analysis could be performed to generate grades 
for the prisms on a non-linear basis. It is possible to 
assign grades assuming any variation between sections that 
is desired.
The modelling technique will be illustrated later for 
a hypothetical porphyry-type molybdenum deposit. Since 
porphyry-type mineral deposits are generally quite uniform, 
linear variations between geologic sections is assumed. The 
development of the technique will, therefore, proceed using 
this assumption. It would be possible, however, to assume 
non-linear variations for steeply dipping or highly folded or 
faulted mineral deposits, and to develop the required changes 
in the basip technique which would reflect these characteris­
tics.
Modelling of Individual Stopes
When the three-dimensional model of the orebody has been 
generated and grades have been assigned to all the prisms, 
the individual stopes can be modelled. For each individual 
stope, it is determined which prisms lie above that stope.
In this example, look at a stope which is overlain by 15 
levels of prisms with, of course, four prisms at each level. 
The in-place ore reserve can be calculated for each level by •
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summing the grades of the four prisms at that level and 
dividing by four to determine the average grade and determin­
ing the tonnage as four times the volume of one prism times 
the tonnage factor for the ore (tons per unit volume)* If 
mining loss and dilution have been expressed as functions of 
ore column height, it is possible to make the proper adjust­
ments to the in-place reserve, and to determine the reserve 
recoverable in mining at this one level* The same procedure 
can be followed at each level of prisms, and the recoverable 
reserves obtained for the entire stope, and, by summation, 
for all stopes in the mine* Since this example stope contains 
a total of 60 prisms, one individual prism represents only 
1*7 percent of* the total stope volume, and again the effects 
of anomalous situations are minimized and the level of confi­
dence obtained is very high*
Mine Limit and Profit Model
A model has now been developed in which the total ore- 
body is divided-into prisms and individual stopes are divided 
into a series of incremental blocks. In the ore reserve 
model, however, discussion was directed to digitizing an 
entire geologic section. Since entire sections have been 
dealt with, there obviously have been many stopes established 
which do not lie in ore at all* The purposes of the mine
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limit and profit model are, therefore, to establish the econ­
omic limits of mining, and to provide the optimum ultimate 
mining limits of the orebody* When these have been given, it 
is possible to sum all of the blocks lying within the limits 
of. the orebody to obtain the true mineable ore reserves, and 
at the same time, ta determine the total profit derived in 
mining the deposit*
These objectives are accomplished by formulating a repre­
sentation of the orebody as a network and analyzing the net­
work to determine maximum flow* While there are many errors 
in the statement 11 an under ground mine is an upside-down open- 
pit,11 block-caving is probably the closest existing approxi­
mation of an upside-down open pit. The determination of opti­
mum ultimate mining limits by maximum-flow network analysis 
has been successfully used in open-pit mines (Johnson,1968), 
and is, indeed, one of the only two limit-determination meth­
ods which have been proven to work successfully in three dimen­
sions* The other technique which is successful in three 
dimensions is a graph-oriented "tree11 technique developed by 
Lerchs and Grossmann in 1963 (Lerchs and Grossmann, 1963) and 
presented by Lipkewich and Borgman in 1969 (Lipkewi&i and 
Borgman, 1969)* Although Sharp (1973) developed a limit 
technique for underground application, his model was for a 
flat, bedded deposit and not applicable to block-caving*
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The network-flow method was selected for use in the 
development of this model over a graph-oriented technique for 
several reasons* Both methods require essentially the same 
effort in formulation of the orebody (either as a "network11 
or a "forest"), but the algorithm for solution of the network- 
flow problem (Max-flow) seemed to be more simple to apply 
through use of a digital computer due to its less complex 
logic. Additionally, the analysis of network-flows can be 
explained relatively easily, while the Lerchs-Grossmann 
Method is somewhat difficult for the layman to understand.
Analysis of the optimum ultimate limits of mining as a 
network-flow problem utilizes the block concept, as do the 
most used techniques (the moving cone method, graph-oriented 
method, and dynamic programming method) for optimizing mining 
limits. The mine is modelled as a group of blocks, to each 
of which is assigned a profit (loss being negative profit), 
which represents what the block is worth if it is mined and 
processed through the entire system, either as ore or waste.
Consider a block of ore, B, from which a profit of 
$12.00 can be obtained if the block is mined. Assume also 
that if block B is mined, blocks C, D, E, and F must also be 
mined, at losses of $2.00 each. Clearly block B would be 
mined, since a profit of $12.00 minus four losses of $2.00 
each ($8.00 total) results in a net profit of $if.OO.
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This type of situation could be formulated for analysis
as a network-flow problem (Figure 4)# The first node, S, is
the source of flow. The flow available from S is defined as 
infinity. From S, a flow line (arc) is established to node 
1, which represents block B. Since the profit available from 
block B is $12.00, the capacity of (maximum flow which can 
pass through) arc (S-1) is set at = 12. From node 1, arcs 
are established to nodes 2, 3* k and 5* which represent 
respectively blocks C, E, and F. At this point in the 
formulation, the capacities of blocks C, D, E, and F have 
not been established. It is assumed, then, that the maximum 
flow in arcs 1-2 through 1-3 could be as high as infinity, 
and C^, and are therefore set at infinity. To 
finish formulating the network, arcs 2-T, 3-T, if-T, and 3-T 
are defined, which represent flow from nodes 2, 3> k and 3 
to the terminal node, T, of the network. The capacities of 
these arcs are established as the negative of the profit 
associated with blocks C, D, E and F, so, for this example,
^2t * * ^ZfT B C5T s
If the network so formulated is now analyzed, the state
of flow in each of the arcs at maximum flow from S to T can
be determined, which is shown in Figure if. Notice that all
of the arcs to T (losses) are filled, i.e., f ^  » for all















(profit), i.e., fsl < CS1* This situation implies that al­
though all flow to losses is satisfied, there is still flow 
available for profit.
Although in this simple, five-block example, network- 
flow analysis would not be required to determine the feasi­
bility of mining block B, consider a problem in which 600 
blocks of ore (block 1,1 through 1,600) are to be analyzed. 
Assume for each block (1,1), four additional blocks (2,1), 
(2, i+1), (2, i+2), (2, i+3) must be removed. A tabular 
presentation of this situation is:
To Mine Block _________Must Remove Blocks
(1.1) (2,1),(2 ,2),(2 ,3),(2,4)
(1.2) (2,2),(2,3),(2,4),(2,5)
(1.3) (2,3),(2,4),(2,3),(2,6)
,  • ,  • • «
(1,600) (2,600),(2,601),(1,602),(2,603)
Solution of this problem by inspection would be difficult, 
if not impossible. Solution by the network flow method 
requires solving a network of 1205 nodes and 3604 arcs. 
Solving this network by using a digital computer application 
of the Max-Flow Algorithm is quite simple.
The Max-Flow (for maximum-flow) Algorithm has its name 
derived from the Max-Flow Min-Cut Theorum, which states that: 
"for any network the maximal flow value from s to t is equal
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to the minimal cut capacity of all cuts separating s and t.r* 
(Ford and Fulkerson, 1962, p* 11) From the proof of this 
theorem, Ford and Fulkerson have shown a "simple and efficient 
algorithm for constructing a maximal flow and minimal cut in 
a network*11 (Ford and Fulkerson, 1962, p. 16) The Max-Flow 
Algorithm, after Ford and Fulkerson, which will he used in 
this model is given as follows:
Step 1 —  Set all flows (f. .) in the network equal to zero* 
Step 2 —  Labeling Process
Label the source node, S, as (-,«*)
(S is now labeled and unscanned, and all other 
nodes are unlabeled*)
Step 3 —  Select any labeled, unscanned node x*
(Assume it is labeled as (-z, e(x))
i
To all unlabeled nodes y, such that f „ < C .xy xy*
assign the label (+x, e(y)) where e(y) » 
min /~e(x), Cxy - fxy_7 (These y are now 
labeled and unscanned*)
To all unlabeled nodes £ such that f ^  > 0 ,  
assign the label (-x, e(y)) where e(y) a 
min £"e(x), f J  (These ^ are now labeled and 
unscanned*)
x is now labeled and scanned*
If T is labeled and unscanned, go to Step if*
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Otherwise, if all labeled nodes have been scanned 
and T is unlabeled, the labeling is complete, go 
to Step 5* If all labeled nodes have not been
4
scanned, repeat Step 3*
Step k —  Flow change
T has been labeled (iy, e(T)).
If T is labeled (+y, e(T)), then let fy^ «
fyT + e(T)
If T is labeled (-y, e(T)), then let f^y = 
f«jy - e(T)
Next, look at node y, which is labelled (ix, e(y)) 
If y is labeled (+x, e(y)), then let f^y «
fxy +
If y is labeled (-x, e(y)), then let f »yx
V  e(T)
Go on to node x, etc.
When the source node, S, is reached, discard the 
old labels and return to Step 2.
Step 3 —  Define the minimal cut.
When Step 3 ends, and T is unlabeled, the flow 
is maximal, and the set of arcs leading from 
labeled to unlabeled nodes is a minimal cut.
For application in the model, there are now two sets of nodes, 
set x of labeled nodes, and set x of unlabeled nodes. The
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set x represents the nodes through which more flow could pass, 
and, therefore, blocks for which there is an excess of profit 
over loss available. The set x represents the nodes through 
which no more flow can pass, and, therefore, blocks for which 
profit is less than or equal to loss. The decision is made 
to mine all blocks corresponding to nodes in the set x, and 
to leave all blocks corresponding to nodes in the set x. 
Additionally, the total profit obtainable by mining the 
blocks corresponding to nodes in the set x is represented as: 
S c . .  - f. . for all arcs Ij such that i = S and j isij 10 10
an element of the set x.
While a network representation of an entire orebody could 
be formulated and the optimum ultimate mining limits estab­
lished with one application of the Max-Flow Algorithm, a
common practice is to examine the orebody considering one
6
level at a time. This process is outlined as follows:
Step 1 —  Level = L = 1
Examine the first mining level of the orebody.
By inspection, the decision is made to mine all
blocks on this level which will yield a profit
(since no other blocks must be taken in order to
mine blocks on the first level).
Total profit s Z  P., where P. is the profit fori i x
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each of 1 mineable blocks*
Discard all mineable blocks from the matrix of 
the orebody*
Step 2 —  L * L + 1
Examine each block on level L.
Establish arcs from S to nodes representing each 
block on level L with which a positive profit 
value is associated*
Step 3 —  For K « Level 1 to Level L-1
Examinei for each positive block i on level L, 
the negative blocks which must be taken if i is 
to be mined* Establish the arcs from i to all 
of the nodes j, which represent these blocks. 
Establish the arcs from all of nodes j to T.
i *
If all blocks on L have been examined, go to 
Step 2*. Otherwise, continue in Step 3*
Step k —  Apply the Max-Flow Algorithm to the formulated
network, determine the mineable blocks repre-
\
sented as the set x, and the profit obtainable
from the level as Z  C . . - f. .*
i 3 13 13
Add this to total profit*
Discard all mineable blocks from the matrix of 
the orebody*
If L is the last level, go to Step 5» otherwise
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go to Step 2* ^
Step 3 —  The only blocks left in the matrix are the blocks 
which will not be mined* Total profit and opti­
mum ultimate mining limits have been determined* 
Following this procedure of iteration by level eliminates un­
necessarily considering some arcs in various locations* Such 
a procedure results in smaller networks for analysis, which 
are more amenable to treatment on digital computers with 
limited core space*
A  Max-Flow Mining Limit Application to a Block-Caving Orebody
The major objective in the development of the mining 
limit and profit model is the formulation of a suitable net- 
work-representation of a block-caving orebody* The ore reserve 
model that has been developed is already divided into blocks*
If a profit or cost can be assigned to these blocks, this 
objective will have been accomplished.
If the maximum allowable unit cost method of valuation 
is used, there is one fixed cost (development) and two vari­
able cost groups (costs varying with tons of ore and costs 
varying with pounds of product). Let these be called fixed 
cost (FC), tonnage variable cost (TVC), and product variable 
cost (PVC). Consider the process of valuating a stope, 
given 30 increments of the stope. The fixed cost can be dis­
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tributed evenly over all 30 increments* If the tonnage con­
tained in increment i is referred to as t^, and the pounds of 
product produced from increment i as p^, a series of equations 
could be written as:
Cost of producing level 1 » ^  + tj*TVC + pj*PVC
WCost of producing level 2 = + t^TVC + p^PVC
•• • •
Cost of producing level 30 = ^  + t^Q*TVC + p^0*PVC
The gross "profit11 obtained by mining each block can then be 
established as:
profit.^ * maximum allowable unit cost * p^ - cost^
One minor difficulty is apparent, however; the ultimate 
mining plan may not call for mining through level 30* It may 
call for mining only through a lower level. It will, there­
fore, be necessary to perform successive iterations on these 
blocks to arrive at the optimum answer* To accomplish these 
iterations, the following method will be used. The first 
solution to the mining-limit problem will be made assuming 
all blocks will be mined, and development costs will be dis­
tributed to all blocks. Blocks that are eliminated in this 
solution will have been eliminated at the lowest possible 
cost situation, and could not be mined at higher cost. Devel­
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opment costs will then be prorated over the remaining blocks 
and a second iteration performed, then a third, and so on, 
until no more blocks are eliminated.
The second step in formulating the network for analysis 
is that of establishing the criteria which dictate the blocks 
which must also be t&ken, given that a specific block is 
taken. In applications of Max-flow techniques to open-pit 
mining limit problems, these criteria are established by the 
ultimate pit slope. The blocks which must be taken are those 
blocks whose centers lie within a vertical cone whose vertex 
is at the center of the block being examined, with the cone 
spreading upward at the ultimate pit slope. Such a technique 
will suffice, in part, for the model of a block-caving mine, 
with the contact angle of the plane between ore and waste 
replacing pit slope. Although this could be expressed as an 
angle, many mines establish "percent drawn lines11 for draw 
control purpose. Percent drawn lines are illustrated in 
Figure 5# A "75 percent drawn line11 would represent the line 
along which 75 percent of the ore had been drawn. If a mine 
is said to retreat with 10 percent draw control, this means 
that the variation between adjacent drawpoints should be less 
than or equal to 10 percent, or specifically, if a stope is 
62 percent drawn, adjacent stopes should be between 52 and 72 




PLAN VIEW SHOWING DRAWPOINTS
SECTION A-A'
FIGURE 5 : A typical block-caving development, showing 
percent draw control lines.
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nates of the block under examination (X.j, Z^) are given, 
then the minimum number of blocks which we would have to mine 
with block (X-j, Y-j, ) could be expressed as all blocks
(X^, Y.j, Ẑ .) such that Z^ is less than Ẑ  and SQRT ^(X^-X^)^ +
Cyr Yj.)f7<(z1-zk) / pdc.
One further step is necessary in the formulation of the 
network for a block-caving orebody. Block-caving mines do 
not have to have a draw-control-defined slope at boundaries.
A boundary cutoff may be established which would allow a ver­
tical stope line to some level of the boundary stope. (Fig­
ure 6).
To allow consideration of such a situation, a special
algorithm was developed to be used in evaluating the alterna­
tive boundary conditions. A plan view of a typical block- 
caving drawpoint layout is shown in FigurgJ?. The boundary 
algorithm is presented as follows:
i -  1, 2, 3j ••« I = Line of Stopes, West to East
0 = 1 , 2 ,  3, 00. J = Number of Stope, South to North
k s 1, 2, 3, 0.0 K =  Elevation of block, lowest to highest
m(i,j,k) = profit from block (i, j, k)
Initialize: i « j » 0, k = 1
Step 1 —  i « i+1 
Step 2 —  o = 0+1 k
Calculate M(i,j,k) = 2  m(i,j,n), for all k
n=1
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VERTICAL BOUNDARY CUTOFF - Typically a shear zone induced by blasting*
SUB-GRADE ,1 
MATERIAL ^ ORE BEING CAVED
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Druwpoints
FIGURE 6* Boundary Cutoff
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FIGURE-T : Drift and Stope Layout of Hypothetical Mine
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Step 3 —  If j < SO to Step 2
Step if. —  If i < I, set j=Oj go to Step 1
Step 3 —  For all i and j, classify stope (i, j, .) as pro--
fitable if any M(i,j,k) for some k is positive. 
Classify stope (i, j, .) as not profitable if for 
all k, M(i,j,k) < 0 
Step 6 —  Determine feasible North boundary
Find (i,j) such that stope (i,j) is the northern­
most stope over all j for each i. Let B(i) » j,
for each i. Find max (B(i)) = N
i
Establish that, given N, all other B(i) are hori­
zontally compatible by adjusting non-compatible 
B(i) northward as required.
Step 7 —  Determine feasible East, West, South ^nd footwall 
boundaries, as required. ■— *'
After the boundaries are determine^, the matrix of blocks 
within these horizontal limits is analyzed by the network­
flow method, with vertical slopes allowed at the boundaries. 
When an optimum limit is determined, a similar boundary anal­
ysis is performed on the blocks within the limit to determine 
if non-profitable stopes are to be mined which could be elim­
inated. If horizontal boundary changes are required, a new 
network-flow analysis is performed to determine if some pre­
viously non-mineable blocks within these limits are now mine-
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able due to the elimination of these negative blocks. This 
re-application proceeds until no boundary changes are made.
A final analysis of non-mineable blocks is then performed, to _ 
see if any remaining material can be mined when development 
costs have been written off against the reserve in the semi­
final optimum ultimate limit. Any mineable blocks are then 
added to define the final optimum ultimate limit. A flow 
chart for the entire process is given’ as Figure 8.
\
Discussion of the Ore Reserve Model and Mining Limit
*
and Profitability Model
The two models that have been developed for simulation 
of ore reserves and determining mining limits and profitability 
in block-caving mines offer very significant advantages over 
traditional techniques used in these areas^ Once the geologic 
data for a given orebody have been digitized, the analysis 
of that orebody over a wide range of cost and dimensional 
constraints is easily accomplished. If more geologic data 
become available in the future, the section on which changes 
are made could be easily re-digitized, and the effect on the 
overall mine could be simply analyzed.
These two models can also produce a profitability figure 
for each stope in the operation, whereas, traditional tech­
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specific boundary stopes, and average profitability deter­
mined for the remainder of the orebody. With marginal pro­
fitability data available, a much better tool would be avail­
able for use in production scheduling.
Also, a higher degree of detail and reliability can be 
achieved than is generally possible through traditional tech­
niques, Highly reliable ore reserve data are available for 
each stope by incremental levels. Consequently, it is possi­
ble to feel more certain as to what grade of ore will be 
available from a specific stope at any one time, and what 
the profitability of mining that ore would be.
In order to analyze the adaptability of these modelling 
techniques to an actual block-caving orebody, a hypothetical 
porphyry-type molybdenum orebody was established on which 
the modelling techniques were applied. Zoned and graded 
geologic cross-sections of this orebody are shown as Figures 
9 through 17* Sections at 0 and 1000 would show only the 
trace amount of -0,02 percent MoS2. The general dimensions 
of this orebody are 1000 ft North-South by 1000 ft East-West 
by 600 ft vertically. The mining level of this operation 
will be 4000 ft elevation. Production drifts are to be estab­
lished on 80 ft center-to-center dimensions and running in a 
North-South direction, at coq|Ctinates 40,00 E, 120,00 E, ,,, , 







































































































and staggered on opposite sides of the haulage drifts, as 
shown in Figure 7* The volume to be analyzed in determining 
ore reserves and valuing these reserves will be the volume 
bounded by the coordinates 0.00 E, 960,00 E, 0,00 N, 1000,00 
N, /+000.00 Elev, and 4600.00 Elev.
Two computer programs were developed: one to produce an
ore reserve model from digitized section data, and the other 
to apply the maximum flow network analysis and determine opti­
mum ultimate mining limits. The programs were run on an 
IBM System 370/158 at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 
University. The documented program code listings and digitized 
input for a small, sample problem and the full-scale problem 
are presented as Appendix A. Three typical pages of output 
are shown as Figure 18.
The ore reserve model proved very workable. "'"The time 
required in digitizing, data input, and computing and channel 
time for the full orebody computation is presented below..
Digitizing geologic sections and
preparing input: Approx 50 hrs
.Computing:
Total elapsed time: A min 30 sec
CPU 50 sec
The maximum flow network analysis solution posed too
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many problems to allow solution of the full-orebody model. 
Indications were that 25 to 30 hrs of CPU and channel time 
would be required to achieve the final solution. Such an 
amount of computer time was not financially feasible or aca­
demically practical for the purpose of this thesis, but this 
does not imply that this solution is impractical for use by 
the industry. The solution of the small numerical example by 
this method is given in Appendix A along with the listing of 
the computer codes.
Techniques of Production Scheduling
The specific technique which will be followed in pro­
duction scheduling for a given operation is too dependent on 
the characteristics of an individual mine to say that one 
technique would be best for all* It is possible, however, 
to discuss some techniques of production scheduling in light 
of the data which are available from the ore reserve and val­
uation models, and how these techniques could be applied to 
a specific operation.
Magri (1971) has described five analytical methods which 
can be used to optimize production scheduling. These are 
network analysis methods, simulation procedures, dynamic 
programming, mixed integer programming, and linear program­
ming. As he pointed out, only two of these techniques
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ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 1 ,STOPE 1
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED
IN PLACE . IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.035 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.037
2 0.025 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.035
3 0.020 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.034
4 0.020 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.035
5 0.020 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.036
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 1 ,STOPE 2
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.105 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.106
2 0.075 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.092
3 0.060 5333* 267. 533. 5600. 0.084
4 0.060 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.081
5 0.060 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.080
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT I ,STOPE 3
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED 
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.166 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.166
2 0.119 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.143
FIGURE 18: SAMPLE OUTPUT, ORE RESERVE MODEL
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PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT STOPE
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK
GRADE GRADE #MG REC TOTAL
SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE *MO REC TOTAL
ORIG IOILI IN MILL PROFIT COIL I IN MILL PROFIT
1 0.035 0.037 2410. -10279. 0.037 2169. -10279
2 0.025 0.032 2128. -10918. 0.035 4084. -21197
3 0.020 0.032 2176. -11121. 0.034 6042. -32318
4 0.020 0.037 2534. -10914. 0.035 8323. -43232
5 0.020 0.041 2893. -10706. 0.036 10927. -53938
PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 1 ,STOPE 2
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #MG REC TOTAL GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL
ORIG IDIL1 IN MILL PROFIT IOILI IN MILL PROFIT
1 0.105 0.106 6845. -4411. 0.106 6160. -4411
2 0.075 0.079 5232. -6811. 0.092 10869. -11222
3 0.060 0.069 4608. -7904. 0.084 15016. -19126
4 0.060 0.072 4915. -7764. 0.081 19440. -26890
5 0.060 0.075 5222. -7624. 0.080 24140. -34514
PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT STOPE
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK
GRADE GRADE #MO REC TOTAL 
ORIG (DILI IN MILL PROFIT
SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL 
GRADE #MO REC TOTAL
!DILI IN MILL PROFIT
1 O*166 0*166 10726*







FIGURE 18 ICONTIS SAMPLE OUTPUT, PROFIT MODEL
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MINE TOTAL PROFIT SUMMARY 
TOTAL PROFIT = $ 10074620.00
SUMMARY BY DRIFT
DRIFT 1 TOTAL PROFIT s $ 1007462.38
DRIFT 2 TOTAL PROFIT ss $ 1007462.38
DRIFT 3 TOTAL PROFIT SS $ 1007462.38
DRIFT 4 TOTAL PROFIT = $ 1007462.38
DRIFT 5 'TOTAL PROFIT = $ 1007462.38
DRIFT 6 TOTAL PROFIT = $ . 0.0
DRIFT 7 TOTAL PROFIT ss $ 0.0
DRIFT 8 TOTAL PROFIT ss $ 0.0
DRIFT 9 TOTAL PROFIT ss $ 0.0
DRIFT 10 TOTAL PROFIT =5 $ 0.0
DRIFT 11 TOTAL PROFIT = $ 1007462.38
DRIFT 12 TOTAL PROFIT = $ 1007462.38
DRIFT 13 TOTAL PROFIT ss $ 1007462.38
DRIFT 14 TOTAL PROFIT SS $ 1007462.38
DRIFT 15 TOTAL PROFIT = $ 1007462.38
DRIFT 16 TOTAL PROFIT SS $ 0.0
DRIFT 17 TOTAL PROFIT ■ss $ 0.0
DRIFT 18 TOTAL PROFIT $ 0.0
DRIFT 19 TOTAL PROFIT $ 0.0
DRIFT 20 TOTAL PROFIT — $ 0.0
DRIFT 21 TOTAL PROFIT SS $ 0 . 0
DRIFT 22 TOTAL PROFIT = $ 0.0
DRIFT 23 TOTAL PROFIT ss $ 0.0
DRIFT 24 TOTAL PROFIT = $ 0.0
SUMMARY BY STOPE
DRIFT STOPE LEVEL PROFIT
1 5 $ 90201.69
2 5 $ 93072.88
3 7 $ 106368.44
4 6 $ 85459.75
5 5 $ 67723.81





11 5 $ 90201.69
12 5 $ 93072.88
13 7 $ 106368.44
14 6 $ 85459.75
15 5 $ 67723.81
16 4 $ 60904.66
Figure 18 (cont): Sample output, maxflo routine
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are acceptable for the size or type of mathematical model 
which is dealt with in mining operations* These are the 
mixed integer programming and linear programming. Of these 
two, only the linear programming model can be solved with 
the computer codes which are now available.
American Smelting and Refining Co. (ASARCO), contracted 
with Systems Control, Inc. (SCI), of Palo Alto, California to 
develop a computerized open-pit mine scheduling routine for 
use in their mine planning package. In a period of about 
three years, a system was developed which will produce a 
year by year schedule for mining the ASARCO Mission Mine.
The technique developed by ASARCO and SCI is essentially 
a network-flow analysis to determine the optimum ultimate 
mining limit. In addition to the constraints defined in 
the network-flow formulation, a set of resource constraints, 
defined by production scheduling criteria, is added. The 
mining limit problem is solved, level by level, to yield 
a set of "best" alternatives feasible under the constraints.
A set is generated, rather than one solution, by varying 
certain flexible constraints (for example, mining proceeds 
east, versus mining proceeds west). If a feasible solution 
to the limit problem does not exist for a given level under 
all constraints, Lagrange multipliers are determined for 
the resource and production scheduling constraints. In
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effect, the profit of each block in the mining limit model is 
modified to reflect a tightening of, constraints* A new iter­
ation of the mining limit problem is then performed, level by 
level* The process of determining Lagrange multipliers and 
re-solving the limit problem is continued until a feasible 
optimum ultimate mining limit is obtained (Davis, 1973). The 
selection of the best combination of "best" alternatives is 
then formulated and solved as a dynamic-programming problem. 
Once the limit problem has been solved, the effects of changing 
"soft" constraints (which are more rigidly defined than "flex­
ible" constraints, yet still have some degree of variation 
allowable) are assessed by a parametric-programming routine. 
Assessing the effects of such changes in this manner is essen­
tially a sophisticated type of sensitivity analysis (Williams,
1973). ^
Such an approach shows extreme flexibility combined with
great preciseness* If for a ten-level mine there are three
alternatives in the set of the first level, and for each of
these a set of three alternatives on the second level, and so
10on, a total of 3 alternatives v/ould theoretically exist
in terms of mining limit and production scheduling* Of 
10these 3 alternatives, one could be selected as the best 
alternative* The addition of the parametric-programming 
routine makes it possible to determine that this "best"
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alternative will or will not remain best over reasonable 
variations in the defined constraints.
The work of ASARCO was developed utilizing the block- 
concept, as have been the ore reserve and mine limit and pro­
fit models of this thesis. Magrifs work, on the other hand, 
considered the column of ore above a drawpoint as averaging 
the same grade. As ASARCO pointed out, a minimum of 200K 
bytes of core memory are required in processing their program 
(Davis and Williams, 1973* P* 03)* but computational time 
expected was not specified. Magrifs work, in estimation of 
the time requirements about which we are talking, considered 
the production scheduling of a portion of the Ceresco Level 
of the Climax Mine of the Climax Molybdenum Co. Considering 
1*f3 drawpoints over two periods of production at 831*893 tons 
per period, and using fewer constraints than would be prob­
able in total mine production schedule, Magri’s formulation 
consisted of 371 constraints and 705 columns. Processing 
this system on a Burroughs B-5500 computer, with a linear 
programming code named ALPS - I, required 1 hr, -̂6 min, 22 
sec processing time and 3 hr, %  min, 38 sec of input-output 
time (Magri, 1972).
If the problem of production scheduling in a block-caving 
operation is examined, it can be seen that the scheduling, can, 
indeed, be formulated as a similar type of programming model.
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It is possible to determine an objective function, which 
would be to maximize wealth, profit, cash flow, discounted 
cash flow, rate of return, or any other desired economic 
variable. The maximization of the objective function would 
be subject to constraints, of course. If the constraints in 
such an analysis of ‘a block-caving operation were to be listed, 
they would include:
Deposit-Related Constraints
Minimum tonnage available at any drawpoint at any time
Maximum tonnage available at any drawpoint at any time
Grade available at any drawpoint at any time 
Minimum number of drawpoints available at any time 
Maximum number of drawpoints available at any time 
Minimum number of drawpoints to be developed over any 
time
Maximum number of drawpoints to be developed over any 
time
Mining System Related Constraints
Minimum tonnage which can be produced at any time
Maximum tonnage which can be produced at any time
Minimum tonnage which can be transported at any time 
Maximum tonnage which cam be transported at any time 
Minimum number of drawpoints which cam be mined at any 
time
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Maximum number of drawpoints which can be mined at any 
time
Minimum spread of mining operations at any time 
Maximum spread of mining operations at any time 
Minimum number of drawpoints to be kept available 
Maximum number of drawpoints to be kept available 
Mill-Related Constraints
Minimum grade of ore input (average)
Maximum grade of ore input (average)
Minimum grade of any lot of ore input 
Maximum grade of any lot of ore input 
Minimum required production of concentrate 
Maximum allowable required production of concentrate 
Stockpile Constraints
Minimum tons ore in stockpile
Maximum tons ore in stockpile ̂
Minimum grade of ore in stockpile 
Maximum grade of ore in stockpile 
Minimum tons concentrate in stockpile 
Maximum tons concentrate in stockpile 
These constraints are, indeed, among those listed by Magri 
(1971), and are comparable to the constraints used by ASARCO
in the open-pit scheduling problem (Williams, 1973)* For a
specific operation, the inclusion of more or less constraints
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than these might be necessary. For any block-caving opera­
tion, however, the formulation of a mathematical programming 
model for optimizing production scheduling should be possible.
Even though a large amount of computer time is required 
in such methods, future research leading to the combination 
of a system of production scheduling analysis which produces 
constraints for a mining limit and profit model, such as has 
been developed in this thesis, would prove quite worth while 
to a large, block-caving operation. Since the block-concept 
has been utilized in these models, Magri’s specific constraints 
of draw control could be expanded with the addition of con­
straint concepts developed in open pit production scheduling, 
such as ASARCO*s, which utilize the block concept. If the 
available tonnage, grade and profitability of a drawpoint 
can be expressed on an incremental basis, as has been done, - 
the input for a detailed^analysis is available. From the 
more detailed analysis of the mine limit problem with plan­
ning constraints, a production schedule could be produced 
which approaches economic optimization of the operation.
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SUMMARY AMD CONCLUSIONS
In summary, a technique for modelling ore reserves and 
a network-flow mining limit and profit model have been devel­
oped which successfully simulate, limit and value a block- 
caving orebody. An example was given in which these methods 
were applied to a hypothetical orebody which closely resembled 
real porphyry-type molybdenum orebodies which could be mined 
by block-caving*
The output of the ore reserve and valuation models is in 
an incremental form, so that the tonnage, grade and profit­
ability of ore available from any specific drawpoint at any 
given time can be established with a high degree of confi­
dence; Output of this form would be particularly useful in a 
^routine which considers the. mine limit major problem and pro­
duction scheduling sub-problem.
The following conclusions Gan be drawn from this study:
1. The ore reserve of a block-caving orebody can be 
reliably simulated.
2. By application of additional modelling techniques, a 
value can be successfully assigned to these reserves, the 
ultimate optimum mining profile can be determined, and incre­
mental. tonnages, grades and profitabilities can be assigned
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to individual drawpoints in a block-caving operation*
3* Once the original ore reserve model is formulated, 
the use of such models could drastically reduce many man- 
hours of work that would be required if ore reserves were to 
continue to be calculated manually.
if* The use of such models, particularly the mining 
limit and profit model, allows examination of the entire ore­
body over a wide range of economic criteria. Previously, 
valuation of individual stopes may have only occurred on 
fringes of the orebody. Now, every stope in the orebody can 
be examined in greater detail and with less total manual 
effort.
5# Through the use of models of this type, data can be 
generated which will make the development of a sophisticated 
production scheduling technique more attractive. This is due 
to the increased reliability of the data which are available.
It should be noted that further significant research 
could be conducted toward the development of a complete 
system of models for use beginning with the calculation of 
ore reserves and continuing in all phases of mine planning 
through production scheduling. This could significantly 
increase the economic return of a>block-caving mining operation.
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C ORE RESERVE AND BLOCK PROFIT MODELLING PROGRAM
C
COMMON /BLGCK1/ KDUMMY<5)»SEG<48),C<31),G< 31)*DUMMY2<10) 
COMMON /8L0CK2/ DRAWP<24,25,301,MM<24,25,301 
READ <5,1901 IMAX,JMAX,KMAX»KNPAG1,KNPAG2,MRKMM,MRKSEG, 
1MRK0RP
C IMAX = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF LINES OF DRAWPOINTS
C JMAX = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DRAWPOINTS PER LINE
C KMAX = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF LIFTS PER DRAWPOINT
C KNPAG1 = PAGE NUMBER FOR START OF ORE RESERVE OUTPUT
C (ZERO DEFAULTS TO NO OUTPUT)
C KNPAG2 = PAGE NUMBER FOR START OF PROFIT OUTPUT
C I ZERO DEFAULTS TO CONTINUOUS PAGING)
C MRKMM,MRKSEG,MRKORP ARE FLAGS WHICH WHEN SET TO i WILL PRODUCE 
C DIAGNOSTIC OUTPUT OF THE ORE RESERVE MODEL EACH TIME A LINE 
C IS ITERATED
C







C READ SECTION, ELEVATION/EAST-WEST COORDINATE AT START OF 
C LINE BEING SCANNED, AND FIRST SEVEN CONTACT COORDINATES 
C AND GRADES OF ZONES AFTER CONTACTS. NEGATIVE GRADE VALUE 
20 READ <5,2001 S,E,CC<I),G<I),1=1,7)




DO 40 K=K1,K2 
IF (GCK).GE.O.) GO TO 40
C
C IF THE GRADE IS NEGATIVE, TERMINATE INPUT, OTHERWISE NEXT 
C SET OF CONTACTS ANO GRADES IS READ FOR THIS SCAN LINE.
MAX=K 






GO TO 30 
50 CONTINUE
IF CE.LT.1000.) GO TO 80
C
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C IF THE ELEVATION IS LESS THAN 1000, THIS IS AN EAST-WEST
C COORDINATE AND NOT AN ELEVATION* 00 TO THE VERTICAL SCAN
C LINE ROUTINE AT STATEMENT NUMBER 80*
C




DO 70 1=1, IDUM
AT= FLOAT(I) *20.+START
IF (AT.GT.CIM+UI GO TO 60
SEGIII=G(MJ
IF (AT.EQ.CCM+UI M=M+L 












C VERTICAL SCAN LINE LOCATION 
C









IF (Ml.LT.MI GO TO 110 




IF IAT.EQ.C11—111 GO TO 120 















C HORIZONTAL LINE IS BEING HANDLED 
C
C IF MRKSEG IS FLAGGED, DISPLAY THE DATA CALCULATED FOR THIS 
C SCAN LINE.
140 CONTINUE
IF (Nl.GT.ll) GO TO 150 
IF CNRKSEG.EQ.il WRITE 16,220) N1,N2 
IF CNRKSEG.EQ.il WRITE (6,230) CSEGCI1,1=1,IMAX1 
NTYP=1
C DETERMINE VERTICAL LIMITS OF INFLUENCE FOR THIS SEGMENT 
K1=MAXGC(N2—1),1)
K2=«IN0CN2,KMAX)
C DETERMINE THE E-W LIMITS OF INFLUENCE FOR THIS SEGMENT 
11=1 
I2=IMAX 
GO TO 160 
150 N1=N1~11
C VERTICAL LINE IS BEING HANDLED 
C
C IF MRKSEG IS FLAGGED, DISPLAY THE DATA CALCULATED FOR THIS 
C SCAN LINE.
IF CMRKSEG.£0.1) WRITE 16,2201 Nl,N2 
IF CMRKSEG.EQ.il WRITE C6,230) (SEG(K),K=1,KMAX1 
Kl= 1 
K2=KMAX
C DETERMINE THE E-W LIMITS OF INFLUENCE FOR THIS SEGMENT 
NTYP=2
11=MAX0 C C N2—11,1)
I2=MIN0CN2,IMAX)
160 CONTINUE












IF (IACCK.EQ.2.QR.IACCK.EQ.3) JUSE=J+1 
JAC=C J4-H/2
IF (J.LE.JCK) XMULT= FL OAT(MOO<(J-JCK>*5))/5.+.9 
IF IJ.GT.JCK> XMUL T=FLOAT(MOD(I0CK-J+l)*5)>/5.+.9 
DO 170 K=K1,K2 
C ASSIGN THE GRADE OF THIS SEGMENT TO THE APPROPRIATE 
C CUBES» PRORATING FOR NORTH-SOUTH DISTANCE FROM THE LINE.
€ ADD THE PRORATED PORTION TO THE GRADE OF THE CUBE 
C DRAWP{ItJtK) = GRADE OF DRAWPOINT AT LOCATION I*U*K.
C SEG(N) = GRADE ASSIGNED TO THE NTH SEGMENT OF THE LINE 
IF IJAC.GT.aMAX> GO TO 170 





GO TO 20 
180 CONTINUE
C IF MRKHM IS SET TO 1, DISPLAY THE COUNT OF SEGMENTS 
C ADDED TO ACHIEVE THE GRADE OF EACH CUBE
IF IMRKMM.EQ.il WRITE 16*2201 ((<MM(I,J,K)*K=I*KMAX),
10=1 *JMAX1»1=1*IMAX)
C
C IF MRKDRP IS SET TO 1* WRITE THE RAW GRADE VALUES OF 
C THE CUBES 
C
IF (MRKORP.EQ.il WRITE (6*2301 {((DRAWPCI,0*K>,K=1*KMAX) 
i*J=l*UMAX>*1=1*IMAX)
C
C SUBROUTINE PROF IS CALLED TO CALCULATE PROFITS AND FORMALLY 
C WRITE THE RESULTS









SUBROUTINE PROF (IMAX,OMAX,KMAX,KNPAG1,KNPAG21 
REAL LOSCG£»LOSINT*MAC
COMMON /BLOCK1/ KNPAG*KNLINE*KKI,KKO*KKK*TONLOSl30)*
1TONDIL C 301» TONREC(301 * PNDIL(30)





C 01 Ml,D1M2,DIM3 = N-S,£-W,AND VERTICAL DIMENSIONS OF BLOCKS 
C CFPTON = CUBIC FEET PER TOM
C OILCOE = SLOPE OF LINEAR FUNCTION OF DILUTION IM TERMS OF
C ORE COLUMN HEIGHT
C DILINT * INTERCEPT OF THE DILUTION FUNCTION 
C LOSCGE = COEFFICIENT OF THE LOSS FUNCTION 
C LOSIMT = INTERCEPT OF THE LOSS FUNCTION 
C TVC = TONNAGE VARIABLE COST, DOLLARS
C PVC * POUND VARIABLE COST, DOLLARS
C MAC = MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE UNIT COST, DOLLARS
C DILGRD * GRADE OF DILUTION
C MILREC = MILL RECOVERY, PER CENT
C TONINP = TONS IM PLACE FOR AMY BLOCK
C TONLOSCKI = TONS LOSS FOR A BLOCK AT ELEVATION K
C TONDILIKI = TONS DILUTION FOR A BLOCK AT ELEVATION K
C T0NRECCK1 = TOTAL TOMS RECOVERED IN A BLOCK AT ELEVATION K
C PNDILIKl = TOTAL POUNDS DILUTION TO A BLOCK AT ELEVATION K
C
C AVGRD = AVERAGE GRADE REALIZED FOR BLOCK 
C D = GRADE OF ORE RECOVERED IN MINING 
C PNDRMN * POUNDS RECOVERED IN MILL
C PP * PROFIT FOR THIS BLOCK
C TPM = TOTAL POUNDS RECOVERED IN MILLL THROUGH LEVEL
C TP = TOTAL PROFIT REALIZED THROUGH LEVEL

























IF (KNPAG1.EQ.0) GO TO 20


























IF (KNPAG1.EQ.0) GO TO 30
CALL PRFOUT (GRADEII»J,K),D,PNDRMN,PP,TD,TPM,TP)
30 CONTINUE









COMMON /BLOCK1/ KNPAG,KNLINE,I,J,K,ODUMMY {120 )
IF {KNPAG.LT*01 GO TO 40
IF (KNPAG*£Q.7O.AN0.KNLINE*£Q.45) GO TO 10 
IF (KNLINE.EQ.46) GO TO 10 
IF (K.EO.l) GO TO 30 
GO TO 40 
10 IF (KNPAG.NE.70) GO TO 20




30 IF < KNLIN£»GE*42) GO TO 10 
WRITE 16,701 I,J 
KNLINE=KNLINE+9 





70 FORMAT (16X,26HPR0FIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT ,I2,6H ,STOP,
I2HE ,12,//16X,5HLEVEL,6X,19HDATA FOR THIS BLOCK,5X, 
224HSUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL»/,23X,2!5HGRADE,IX), 
330H#MG REC TOTAL GRADE #MQ R£C,4X,5HT0TAL,/,22X, 





COMMON /BLGCK1/ KNPAG,KNLINE,I»J,K,ODUMMY(1201 
IF (KNPAG«LT«0) GO TO 40
IF (KNPAG.EQ*69.AND.KNLINE*EQ.45) GO TO 10 
IF (KNLINE.EQ.48I GO TO 10 
IF IK.ECUU GO TO 30 
GO TO 40 
10 IF (KNPAG,N£*69) GO TO 20
20 WRITE (6,60) KNPAG
KNPAG=KNPAG+1 
KNLINE=6
30 IF (KNL1NE«GE«42) GO TO 10
WRITE (6,70) I,J 
KNLINE=KNLINE+9 





70 FORMAT(16X,23H0RE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT ,I2,8H ,STOPE ,
112,//,16X,38HLEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF, 
122H THIS BLOCK RECOVERED,/,22X,2110HIN PLACE ),2HL0, 
230HSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE,//)





C THIS PROGRAM APPLIES HORIZONTAL ALGORITHMS AND CALLS
C THE MAXIMUM FLOW NETWORK ANALYSIS PROGRAM AS A SUBROUTINE
EXTERNAL R






COMMON /BLK3/ NREC11,NREC12,NREC13,NREC14 
DEFINE FILE 11<3000,400,U,NRECI1)




C BIG = THE MAXIMUM INTEGER CAPACITY OF THE MACHINE
READ!5,10)I MAX,UMAX,KMAX,DEVCOS,PCTDC
C
C IMAX = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF N-5 ROWS OF STOPE
C UMAX = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STOPES PER ROW
C KMAX = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF LIFTS PER STOPE
C DEVCOS = COST OF DEVELOPMENT FOR ONE STOPE
C PCTDC = PER CENT DRAW CONTROL
C THIS PROGRAM IS INTERNALLY CODED FOR 40 FT CUBES
C











C READ THE BLOCK PROFITS OF EACH 8L0CK AS OUTPUT FROM
C THE ORE RESERVE AND PROFIT MODEL
C WRITE THE VALUES TO SCRATCH DISK ONE, WHICH CONTAINS THE
C INITIAL VALUES INPUT TO THE PROGRAM AND TO SCRATCH
C DISK TWO, WHICH CONTAINS THE BLOCK VALUES FOR THE
C SPECIFIC ITERATION !FOR FIRST ITERATION, INITIAL INPUT
C VALUES ARE USED)





WRITEi 1H W O R K M U ,J,K),K=l,KMAX)





C STATEMENT NUMBER 30 IS THE ENTRY POINT FOR ROUTINES AFTER
C THE FIRST ITERATION
30 CONTINUE






C FORMAT STATEMENTS 12 AND 11 CAN BE USED WITH ADDED
C WRITE STATEMENTS TO OUTPUT INTERMEDIATE CALCULATION
C STEPS AT VARIOUS POINTS TO CHECK THE PROGRESS OF THE




DO 80 1 = 1,IMAX 
DO 80 J = 1fJMAX
C
C KLIM IS THE LOWEST STOPE LEVEL WHICH HAS BEEN DESIGNATED
C AS UNACCEPTABLE FOR MINING* INITIALLY, IT IS AT THE
C HIGHEST LEVEL OF THE STOPE (I.E., FOR A 30 LIFT STOPE♦
C THE INITIAL VALUE IS 311* THROUGH THE COURSE OF THE
C PROGRAM IT MAY BE SUCCESSIVELY LOWERED AS UPPER BLOCKS
C ARE SHOWN TO BE N0N-MINEA8LE
KLIM=KMAX-H 
DO 50 K=1,KMAX
IF(WORKMII»J»K)*NE*-BIG) GO TO 50 
C IF WORKM HAS BEEN SET TO -BIG, THIS IS THE SIGN THAT
C THE INACCEPTABILITY OF THE BLOCK HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED*
C THE LOWEST UNACCEPTABLE LEVEL IS THEN TAKEN AS THE
C VALUE OF KLIM
KLIM=K 
GO TO 60 
50 CONTINUE
60 IF<KLIM*EO*1)GO TO 80
C IF KLIM IS EQUAL TO 1, THE ENTIRE STOPE HAS BEEN SHOWN
C TO BE UNACCEPTABLE FOR MINING. IF IT IS OTHER THAN
C 1, THEN A PROPORTIONATE AMOUNT OF THE DEVELOPMENT COST
C MUST BE ADDED TO THE <KLIM-1) LEVELS OF THE STOPE WHICH




DO 70 K =1,K1 
7 0 WORKM<1,J,K)=WORKM(I, J,K)+DADD
80 CONTINUE
DO 81 1=1,IMAX 
DO 81 J=l,JMAX
C
C WRITE THE VALUES OF THE BLOCKS WITH DEVELOPMENT COST
C ADDED TO SCRATCH DISK 3
81 WRITEC3)(WORKMCI,J,K), K=1,KMAX)
REWIND 3
C THE ANALYSIS OF THE INDIVIDUAL ROWS FOLLOWS
C THIS ANALYSIS IS PATTERNED SOMEWHAT AFTER THE JGHNSON-
C SHARP ADAPTATION OF THE LERCHS-CROSSMANN DYNAMIC
C PROGRAMMIN TECHNIQUE * A 8IG-M VALUE IS CALCULATED
C FOR EACH LEVEL, WHICH REPRESENTS THE TOTAL PROFIT
C ACCUMULATED BY MINING THE STOPE THROUGH THAT LEVEL
C ANY STOPE THAT SHOWS NO LEVEL OF POSITIVE BIG-M VALUE
C IS TENTATIVELY ELIMINATED FROM MINING, UNLESS IT WILL
C BE NECESSARY TO TAKE THE BLOCK IN MINING ANOTHER STOPE
C LATER IT IS PERMANENTLY ELIMINATED.
C FOR EACH N-S ROW, A NORTH AND SOUTH LIMIT ARE ESTABLISHED
C WHICH REPRESENT THE OUTMOST STOPES WHICH CAN BE MINED TO
C ANY LEVEL AND SHOW A PROFIT
C STOPES OUTSIDE THESE LIMITS ARE TENTATIVELY FLAGGED BY
C SETTING THE VALUE OF LAYOUT FOR THAT STOPE AT 0, WHICH
C SIGNIFIES A NQN-MINEABLE STOPE Cl WOULD SIGNIFY MINEABILITY)
C THE HIGHEST BLOCK IN ROW I WHICH STILL SHOWS A POSITIVE
C PROFIT IS SELECTED CTHIS CAN OCCUR IN MORE THAN ONE
C STOPE). THE FURTHEST NORTH OF THESE BLOCKS IS TAKEN AS
C A BASE. THE PMAT VALUES FOR STOPES GOING FURTHER
C NORTH FROM THIS ONE ARE THEN CALCULATED, WHERE PMAT
C FOR EACH BLOCK REPRESENTS THE MAXIMUM PROFIT ATTAINABLE
C GIVEN THE BLOCK WILL BE MINED AND THE HIGHEST BLOCK
C AS PREVIOUSLY SELECTED WILL ALSO BE MINED. IN
C CALCULATING THESE VALUES, SINCE THE COMPARISON IS
C RELATIVE FOR THIS ROW ONLY, THE CALCULATIONS ARE
C BASED FROM A PMAT OF THE HIGHEST BLOCK = 0
C THE HIGHEST PMAT VALUE IS FOUND IN THIS ROW, AND THE
C NORTH LIMIT IS SET SO THAT:
C THE STOPE CONTAINING THE BLOCK WITH THE HIGHEST
C PMAT VALUE IS THE FURTHEST NORTH STOPE TAKEN
C NO STOPE OUTSIDE THIS ONE IS TAKEN
C
C A SIMILAR ANALYSIS IS PERFORMED ON THE SOUTH END




IFtWORKM!ItJfl)*EQ«-8IG> GO TO 100 
00 90 K=2* KMAX
IF{WORKMII,J*K)*EQ#~BIG)GG TO 100 
90 WORKM{I,J*KJ=WORKM!I, J *KJ+WGRKM(I, J,K~U
100 CONTINUE
C SET NORTH AND SOUTH LIMITS
00 160 1=1 * IMAX 
J=0 
110 J=J+1
IF!J.GT•JMAX) GO TO 160 
DO 120 K=1*KMAX 
IF!WORKM!I* J*Kl•GT»OIGO TO 130 
120 CONTINUE
LAYOUT{X *J)=0 
GO TO 110 
130 J=JMAX+1
140 J=J-1
00 150 K=1»KMAX 
IF(WORKM!I» J» K ).GT.0 J GO TO 160 
150 CONTINUE
LAYOUT!I*J1=0 
GO TO 140 
160 CONTINUE
WRITE 16*11M  < LAYOUT < I * J)* J=l* JMAX)*1=1*1MAXI 
C SET MAXIMUM LIMITS TO ATTAIN HIGHEST POSITIVE BLOCK
00 440 1 = 1 *IMAX 
KHIGH=0
DO 180 J=l,JMAX 
00 170 K=1* KMAX 
170 IF!WORKM!I*J*K)*GT »0* ANO.K *GT «KHIGHlKHIGH=K 
180 CONTINUE
WRITE!6*11IKHIGH 
IF(KHIGH*NE.O) GO TO 185 
DO 184 J=1 * JMAX
184 LAYOUT!I *JI=0 
GOT0440
185 CONTINUE
DO 190 Jl=l*JMAX 
J=JMAX—J1+1
IF!WORKMCI *J*KHIGH).LE *0)GO TO 190 
JUSE=J 




DO 210 K=1* KMAX 
IF(K•EQ.KHIGH) GO TO 220
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210 PMAT i JUS£,Ki=-BIG
220 PMAT iJUSE tKHIGH) = 0
J=JUSE 
230 J=J+1
IFCJ.GT.JMAX) GO TO 270
00 260 K=l» KHIGH
1 F( C WORKM {IfJ»K)*NEt»-BIG) »AND.(LAYOUT (I * J > »NE*OI) GO TO 240 
PMAT(J»KI=-BIG




00 250 K1=K2* K3









DO 290 J=JUSE*JMAX 
DO 280 1,KHIGH





IFCJLIM.EQ.JMAX! GO TO 310 
J1=JLIM+1 




IFC WORKM(It JfKHIGH)«LE«0) GO TO 320 
JUSE=J 
GO TO 330 
320 CONTINUE 
330 CONTINUE
DO 340 K=11 KMAX 
IFCK.EQ-KHIGH) GO TO 350 
340 PMATC JUSE»K)=-BIG
350 PMATC JUSE,KHIGHJ=0 
J=JUSE 
360 J=J-1
IFCJ*LT»l) GO TO 400 
DO 390 K=l,KHIGH
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IF( CWORKMCI,J,K)*NE*-BIGI*AND* < LAYOUT(I, J I.NE .O))
1GG TO 370 
PMATCJ,K)=-BIG 
GO TO 390 
370 K2=MAX0C2,K-RCKI)
K3=MIN01 KHIGH, K-HRC K.) )
PMATCJ,K)=-BIG 
DO 380 K1=K2,K3
IFCPMATCJ+1,K1)*EQ.-BIG) GO TO 380 
NUMBER=PMAT<J+l,Kl)+WORKMCI , J , KI 
IFC NUMBER*GT*PMATC J*K)IPMATf J,K )=NUMBER 
380 CONTINUE 
390 CONTINUE 





IFC PMATCJ,K}*L£*MAXP) GO TO 410




IFC JLIM*EQ.1> GO TO 440 
Jl=JLIM-1 




C SMOOTH THE LAYOUT
C TO SMOOTH THE LAYOUT, A MAXIMUM VARIATION OF 80 FT
C IN A NORTH SOUTH DIRECTION FROM LINE TO LINE IS OK*
C IF TWO ADJACENT LINES ARE NOT WITHIN THIS TOLERANCE,
C THE DIMENSIONS ARE PUSHED OUTWARD, TO ASSURE THAT THE
C THE HIGHEST STOPE OF POSITIVE 8IG-M IN EACH ROW IS
C STILL ELIGIBLE FOR MINING CONSISTENT WITH DRAW CONTROL
C RESTRICTIONS







DO 480 1=1,IMAX 
DO 470 J=11 JMAX 
J1=JMAX+1-J
IFC J*GT.LIMSCD) GO TO 460
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IFCLAYOUT{I»JI.EO.OI GO TO 460 
LIMSCI)=J
IF(LIMSU).GE.MAXS) GO TO 460 
MAXS=J
460 IFCJ1.LE.LIMN(1)1 GO TO 470
IF(LAYOUT(I?J1).EQ*0) GO TO 470 
LIMN1I )=J1





490 1 2 = 1 1 + 1
500 12=12—1
IFCI2.EQ.1> GO TO 550 
IT=MQD<I2,4)+l 
GO TO (510,540,510,540),IT 
510 IFC IABSCL IMNC I2I-LIMNC I2-1H.LE.2) GO TO 500 
520 IFCLIMN(12).GT.LIMN(12-1)) GO TO 530
LIMNC12)=LIMNCI21+1 
GO TO 490 
530 LIMNC12-1I=LIMNCI2-D+1 
GO TO 510
540 IFCIABS CLIMNC12)-LIMNC12-1)).LE.1) GO TO 500 
GO TO 520 
550 12=11-1 
560 12=12+1
IFCI2.EQ.IMAXI GO TO 630 
IT=MOOCI2,4)+l 
570 GO TO (580,620,580,620),IT
580 IFCIABSCLIMNCI2I-LIMNC12+1)1.LE.l) GO TO 560 
590 IF CLIMNC12)»GT.LIMN(12+1)) GO TO 610 
600 LIMNCI2)=LIMNCI2)+l
GO TO 550 
610 LIMNC12+1)=LIMN(12+11+1 
GO TO 570
620 IFCIABSCLIMNC12)-LIMNCI2+1)).LE.2) GO TO 560
IFCLIMNC12).GT.LIMNC12+1)) GO TO 610 




IFCI2.EQ*1) GO TO 700 
I T= MOD C 12 , 4 ) +1 
GO TO (660,690,660,690),IT 
660 IFCIABSCLIMSCI2)-LIMS(12-1)).LE.2) GO TO 650 
670 IFCLIMSC12).LT.LIMSC12-1)) GO TO 680 
LIMS(I2)=LIMSCI2)+1
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GO TO 640 
680 LIMS C12-1)=LIMS!12-11+ 1
GO TO 660
690 IFCIABSCLIMSCI2)-LIMS(12-1J).LT.11 GO TO 650 
GO TO 670 
700 12=11-1
710 12=12+1
IFU2.EQ.IMAX) GO TO 780 
IT=MOD!12,41+1 
720 GO TO <730,770,730,770),IT
730 IF{IABSCLIMS(I2)-LIMS(12+1))-LE.l> GO TO 710 
740 IF(LIMS(12).LT.LIMS!12+1)) GO TO 760 
750 LI MSI 12)=LIMS{121-l 
GO TO 700 
760 LIMS(12+1)=LIMS! 12+11-1 
GO TO 720
770 IF!IABSCLIMSC12)-LIMS!12+11).LE.2) GO TO 710 
IF(LIMS(I2).LT.LIMS(I2+1)) GO TO 760 
GO TO 750 
780 CONTINUE
C AN ANALYSIS IS THEN PERFORMED TO DETERMINE IF THERE ARE
C ANY AREAS ALONG A N-S LINE OF STOPES THAT COULD BE USED
C AS FOOTWALL AREAS. IN THIS PROGRAM, A SERIES OF THREE
C STOPES IN A ROW ARE LEFT TO ESTABLISH A FOOTWALL
C KNOCK OUT FOOTWALL STOPES
N0RTH=1 
SOUTH=JMAX 
DO 820 1=1,IMAX 
DO 790 J=1,JMAX
IFC CJ.GT.NORTH).AND*CLAYOUT!I,J).EQ.l)) NORTH=J 
790 IFCCJ.LT.SOUTH).AND.(LAYOUTCI,J ).EQ.1)) SOUTH=J
IFCSOUTH.GE.NORTH) GO TO 820 
DO 810 J=SOUTH,NORTH 
MAXCJ)=WGRKMCI,J,1)
DO 800 K=2,KMAX 









DO 830 J=1,JMAX 
IFCLAYOUT{I ,J).EQ.O) GO TO 830 




GO TO 910 
840 CONTINUE
00 850 J=OUTSID,JMAX 
IFC LAYOUT CI , J 1 .£Q* 11 GO TO 850 
LIM1=J 
GO TO 860 
850 CONTINUE 
GO TO 910 
860 CONTINUE
00 870 J=LIM1,JMAX 
IFC LAYOUT!I,J).EQ.G) GO TO 870 
LIM2=J-1 
GO TO 880 
870 CONTINUE 
GO TO 910
880 IFC CLIM2-LIM1).GE.2) GO TO 900 
00 890 J=LIMi,LIM2 









DO 920 1=1 *IMAX 
DO 920 J=l,JMAX 
DO 920 K=1,KMAX
920 IF!LAYOUT!l,J).EQ.O) WORKM!I,J,K>=-BIG 
00 921 1=1,IMAX
00 921 J=1 * JMAX 
C THE INITIAL VALUES OF BLOCK PROFIT PLUS DEVELOPMENT
C COST ARE READ FROM DISK. IF A STOPE HAS LAYOUT VALUE
C THIS VALUE OF WORKM IS LEFT AS IS. IF A STOPE
C HAS LAYOUT = 0, THE VALUE OF ALL WORKM FOR THAT STOPE
C ARE SET AT BIG, SIGNIFYING THAT THE STOPE HAS BEEN
C ESTABLISHED AS UNACCEPTABLE FOR MINING.










IFC(WORKMlI,J,K)* EQ.WORK1C K11.AND.(WORK1( K).EQ.-BIG)>





IFCNBO.EQ.O) GO TO 1080
WRITE(6,12)( HWQRKMCI, J,K) ,K=1,KMAX) ,J=1,JMAX),1=1,IMAX) 
WRITE(6*1120)




C THE RETURNED WORKM IS COMPARED WITH THE CALLING MATRIX
C IF THE RETURNED WORKM IS UNCHANGED, THE FINAL ANALYSIS
C MAY PROCEED. IF THE RETURNED WORKM IS DIFFERENT,
C GO TO STATEMENT 30 TO REAPPLY THE HORIZONTAL ALGORITHMS*
DO 970 1=1,IMAX 
DO 970 J=l,JMAX 
READ!3)CWGRK1CK),K=1,KMAX)
DO 960 K=1,KMAX




GO TO 1050 
980 REWIND 1
DO 1000 1=1,IMAX 
DO 1000 J=i,JMAX 
READ!1)C W0RK1C K),K=1,KMAX)
DO 990 K=1,KMAX




DO 1040 1=1,IMAX 
DO 1040 J=l,JMAX 
KLIM=KMAX+1 
DO 1010 K=1,KMAX
I FIWORKM(I,J,K).NE»-BIG) GO TO 1010 
KLIM=K 
GO TO 1020 
1010 CONTINUE
1020 IFCKLIM.EQ.il GO TO 1040 
K1=KLIM-1
0ADD=-DEVC0S*100/K1 




GO TO 950 
1050 CONTINUE
00 1070 1=1 *IMAX 
00 1070 J=1, JMAX 
READ(i)<WORK1(K),K=1,KMAX)
00 1060 K=1»KMAX 
1060 IF?WORKM?I,J,K).NE.-BIG) WORKM?I,J,KI=WQRKl(K )
1070 CONTINUE 
REWIND 1
DO 1071 1=1,IMAX 
00 1071 J=l,JMAX





C ALL BLOCKS LYING ABOVE THE OTHERWISE COMPLETE ORE
C LIMITS ARE RE-ENTERED, TO SEE IF BORDERLINE PRO-
C FITA8ILITIES HAVE BEEN IMPROVED BY DEFRAYING CAPITAL
C OVER THE OTHER BLOCKS OF THE DRAWPOINT.
C THE MAXFLO ROUTINE IS CALLED AGAIN
C THE RETURNED VALUES OF MAXFLO HAVE THE VALUE - BIG FOR
C BLOCKS WHICH CANNOT BE MINED. FROM THESE DATA,
C THE ULTIMATE MINING PROFILE CAN BE PLOTTED.
1080 REWIND 1
DO 1100 1=1,IMAX 
DO 1100 J=1,JMAX 
READ?1)(W0RK1CK),K=1,KMAX>
IF(LAYOUT{I»J) .EQ.O) GO TO 1100 
DO 1090 K=1,KMAX 










C MAXIMUM.FLOW NETWORK ANALYSIS OF MINING LIMITS
C
C FOUR SCRATCH DISKS ARE USED TO STORE THE LARGE
C NUMBER OF PARAMETERS OF ARCS IN THE NETWORK
C THE LIMITS OF THE NUMBER OF ARCS IS SET IN THE DEFINE
C FILE STATEMENT IN THE MAIN PROGRAM —  FOR THIS CODE
























EQUIVALENCE IB(1,1,1),LA8FLQ(11), (OUESU) ,LA8NQD( 1))
COMMON IMAX,JMAX,KMAX,PCTDC,BIG
COMMON /BLK1/ B






DEFINITIONS OF STATEMENT FUNCTIONS
NODEMK —  DETERMINES A ONE INTEGER SUBSCRIPT FOR THE 
TRIPLY SUBSCRIPTED BLOCK LOCATION 
IMKNOD,JMKNGO,KMKNQD,DETERMINE TRIPLE SUBSCRIPTS FOR 
A BLOCK BASED ON THE SINGLE SUBSCRIPT VALUE 
L0CFIL=1
INITIALIZE THE MATRICES OF ARC VALUES (100 ARE STORED 














WRITE THE INITIAL INPUT MATRIX (WORKING MATRIX, CALLED 
B IN THIS PROGRAM) TO A SCRATCH DISK FILE 
DO 11 K=1,KMAX 
DO 11 1=1,IMAX 
1 WRITE(8)(8(I,J,K)»J=l,JMAX)
SET THE VALUE OF QUES AT 0 FOR EACH NODE 
QUES IS USED INTERNALLY TO DETERMINE IF AN ARC FROM 
A PARTICULAR NODE TO THE SINK NODE HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED 
TO AVOID DUPLICATING THESE CLOSING ARCS MANY TIMES
T16I8 iOi
00 5 1=2,18001 
5 QUES( I) =0
REWIND 8
C
C FOR THE FIRST MINING LEVEL, IF A BLOCK IS POSITIVE, IT
C CAN BE MINED, IF NEGATIVE IT CANNOT BE MINED FOR NOW
C BUT MAY BE MINED LATER IF ITS COST IS DEFRAYED BY
C A HIGHER BLOCK
C THE FLAG FOR A BLOCK THAT CAN BE MINED IS THE VALUE 4-BIG
DO 10 1=1,IMAX 





C FDR EVERY LEVEL FROM 2 THROUGH KMAX, FIRST FIND THE
C BLOCKS ON THE LEVEL THAT ARE POSITIVE, THEN SET UP AN
C ARC FROM THE SOURCE TO THAT BLOCK
DO 210 1=1,IMAX 
DO 200 J=l,JMAX 
IFIBCI,J,KI.L£.0) GO TO 200 
IT 0=N0DEMK< I, J , K )
IFRGM=1




C SCAN LOWER LEVELS TO FIND BLOCKS WITHIN THE CONE OF
C INFLUENCE OF THE POSITIVE BLOCK• ESTABLISH TO ANY OF
C THESE BLOCKS THAT ARE NEGATIVE AN ARC. IF THE QUES
C VALUE OF THE NEGATIVE BLOCK IS 0, ESTABLISH A CLOSING
C ARC AND SET THE QUES VALUE AT 1
DO 20 KK=1,K2 
DO 20 11=1,IMAX 
DO 20 JJ=1,JMAX 
IFC B C II,JJ,KKI.GT.OI GO TO 20
IFCHORDISCII,JJ,I,J).GT.<CK~KK)*20./PCTDC} ) GO TO 20
IFICK~KKI.NE.il GO TO 15
IFCHORDISIII,JJ,I,J).EQ.40.I GO TO 20
IF < HORDIS U  I, J J, I ,J).EQ.CSQRT <20.*20.+40.* * Q . m  GO TO 20 

















C IF ALL POSITIVE BLOCKS OF THE LEVEL HAVE SEEN TREATED,
C APPLY THE LABELLING ALGORITHM
25 CONTINUE
DO 30 11=1,18002 






IFCLABNODC11).£0*0) GO TO 70
DO 60 NN=1,N
IFCFROMiNNKNE.il) GO TO 50 
IFCFCNN).GE.C(NNJ) GO TO 60 
IF (LABNODC TOC NNtKNE.O) GO TO 60 
LABNODCTOCNN))=II
LABFLOC TO CNNI)=MINO(LABFLOCII),CCNN)-FC NN))
IFCTOCNN).EG.18002) GO TO 80 
GO TO 40 
50 IFCTOCNN).NE.11) GO TO 60
IFCF(NN).EG.O) GO TO 60 
IFC LABNODCFROMCNN)).NE.O) GO TO 60 
LABNODCFROM CNN)1 = 11
LABFLOCFROMCNN))=MINOC LABFLOC11)»FCNNII 
IFCFROMCNN).EQ.18002) GO TO 80 




80 IFC LABNODC180021.LT.O) GO TO 100
DO 90 NN=i» N
IFCFROMCNN).NE.LABNODC18002)) GO TO 90 












C IF THE LABELLING ALGORITHM IS COMPLETE* AUGMENT FLOW
C AS POSSIBLE AND RETURN TO REPEAT THE NEXT LABELLING PROCESS
DO 110 NN=1,N
IFC TOCNN).NE*CIA8S(LABNODC18002)))) GO TO 110 







GO TO 120 
110 CONTINUE 
120 CONTINUE
IFC LABNODCNODTAR) .LT.O) GO TO 140 
DO 130 NN=1*N
IFC FROMC NN)*NE•LABNODC NODTAR)I 60 TO 130 





CALL ARC MAK(IFROM * ITO,IC *IF,NN I
NODT AR=FRGM C NN)
IFC NODT AR * NE * 11 GO TO 120 




IFCTOCNN)*NE.IA8S(LABNODCNODTAR)I) GO TO 150 







IFCNODTAR.NE.il GO TO 120 
GO TO 160 
150 CONTINUE 
160 GO TO 25
170 CONTINUE









DO 190 NN=1, H Z  
QUES(FROM(NN))=0
IFCLABNODCFRGMCNN1) -NE*0) GO TO 190 
IFC LABNODCTOCNN))*NE*G) GO TO 190 
IFROM=FROMC NNI 
!TO=TOC NNI
CALL ARCMAK CIFROM,ITO,CCNN),0#NI 
IFC TOC N)•EQ»18002) QUESfFROMCN>)=1 N=N+1 
190 CONTINUE 
C GO TO THE NEXT LEVEL
220 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,12) (H 8(1X1, J1 ,K1) ,K1=1 ,KMAX) , Jl=l, JMAX I, III 
1=1, IMAX)
12 F0RMATC1X,10112)
DO 240 1=1,IMAX 







C IF ALL LEVELS HAVE BEEN TREATED, RETURN TO THE MAIN PROGRAM
RETURN 
END
C FUNCTION HORDIS CALCULATES THE HORIZONTAL DISTANCE












C FUNCTION R DETERMINES THE ACCEPTABILITY OF A BLOCK IN
C THE LERCHS GROSSMANN STYLE ALGORITHM OF THE MAIN PROGRAM 
C FROM A HORIZONTAL DISTANCE AND DRAW CONTROL STANDPOINT
C
T1613 105
INTEGER FUNCTION R(U 




C SUBROUTINE ARCMAK ESTABLISHED THE CORE AND DISK RECORDS




COMMON /BLK2/ KNT11,KNT12,KNT13,KNT14,I1{100), I 2(1001, 
*I3C100),141100)
COMMON /BLK3/ NREC11,NREC12,NREC13,NREC14 
KNTFND=C N-l)/100+1 
NMARC=MODCIN-II,100l+l 





READC11 * KNTFNDI (11(JI,J=1,100)
10 11C NMARC)=F
IFCKNTFND.EQ.KNT12) GO TO 20 




















*OUT (100), 12 (100), 13(100), I4U00)
COMMON /BLK3/ NREC.ll,NREC12,NREC13,NREC14
KNTFND=<N-l)/100+1
IFC KNTFND.EQ.KNT11) GO TO 10
IFCKNTFND.E0.KNT11) GO TO 10
T1618 106











COMMON /BLK3/ NREC1i,NREC12,NREC13,NREC14 
KNTFND=!N-i1/100+1 
I FIKNTFND.EQ.KNT12) GO TO 10 
IFC KNTFND .EQ.KNT12) GO TO 10 
WRITEI12*KNT1211OUT(lit1=1,100)
KNT12=KNTFN0
READ!12 * KNTFND11OUT11> ,1=1,100)
10 TG=OUT IMOD(N * 1001+1)
RETURN
END





COMMON /BLK3/ NREC11,NREC12,NREC13,NREC14 
KNT FND=IN-l)/100+1 
IFIKNTFND.EQ.KNT13) GO TO 10 
WRITE! 13*KNT13H0UTI I) ,1=1,100)
KNT13=KNT FND
READ!13•KNTFNDIIOUT <I), I =1,1001 
10 C=OUTIMOD t N,1001 +1)
RETURN
END







IF!KNTFND.EQ.KNT14) GO TO 10
WRITE! 14 *KNT14 MOUTH) ,1 = 1,100)
KNT14=KNTFND
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ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 1 tSTOPE .1
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED 
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0*175 5333* 53. 107. 5387. 0.175
2 0*125 5333. 160* 320. 5493. 0.150
3 0*100 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.135
4 0*100 5333* 373. 747. 5707. 0.128
5 0*100 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.124
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 1 ,STOPE 2
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.175 5333. 53. 107. S387W 0.175
2 0.125 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.150
3 0.100 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.135
4 0.100 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.128
5 0.100 5333. 480* 960. 5813. 0.124
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 1 ,STOPE 3
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED 
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.175 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.175
2 0.125 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.150
3 0.100 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.135
4 0.100 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.123
5 0.100 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.124
TI618 ill
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 1 ,STOPE 4
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
I 0.175 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.175
2 0.125 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.150
3 0.100 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.135
4 0.100 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.128
5 0.100 5333. 4B0. 960. 5813. 0.124
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 1 , STOPE 5
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.175 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.175
2 0.125 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.150
3 0.100 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.135
4 0.100 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.128
5 0.100 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.124
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 2 ♦STOPE 1
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRAOE
1 0.225 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.224
2 0.200 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.210
3 0.175 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.197
4 0.125 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.180
5 0.100 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.165
TI618 112
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 2 *STOPE 2
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED 
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0*225 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.224
2 0 .200 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.2103 0*175 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.197
4 0*125 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.180
5 0*100 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.165
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 2 *STOPE 3
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS SLOCK RECOVERED 
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.225 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.224
2 0.200 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.210
3 0.175 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.1974 0.125 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.180
5 0.100 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.165
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 2 ,STOPE 4
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED 
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.225 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.224
2 O.20O 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.210
3 0.175 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.1974 0.125 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.180
5 0.100 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.165
TI618 113
ORE IN PLACE PGR DRIFT 2 ♦STOPE 5
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED 
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.225 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.224
2 0.200 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.210
3 0.175 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.197
4 0.125 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.180
5 0.100 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.165
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 3 ♦STOPE 1
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED 
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.375 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.371
2 0.300 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.331
3 0.225 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.292
4 0.200 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.267
5 0.175 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.247
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 3 ,STOPE 2
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED 
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.375 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.371
2 0.300 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.331
3 0.225 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.292
4 0.200 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.267
5 0.175 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.247
T1618 114
ORE IM PLACE FOR DRIFT 3 #STOPE 3
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED 
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.375 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.371
2 0.300 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.331
3 0.225 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.292
4 0.200 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.267
5 0.175 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.247
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 3 ,STOPE 4
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.375 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.371
2 0.300 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.331
3 0.225 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.292
.4 0.200 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.267
5 0.175 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.247
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 3 * STOPE 5
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.375 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.371
2 0.300 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.331
3 0.225 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.292
4 0.200 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.267
5 0.175 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0. 247
T1618 115
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 4 $STOPE 1
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED 
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0*461 5333. 53. 107 . 5387. 0.455z 0.411 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.425
3 0.375 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.401
4 0.300 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.370
5 0.225 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.337
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 4 tSTOPE 2
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.461 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.455
2 0.411 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.425
3 0.375 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.401
4 0.300 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.370
5 0.225 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.337
ORE IN PLACE FOR ORIFT 4 ,STOPE 3
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.461 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.455
2 0.411 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.425
3 0.375 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.401
4 0.300 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.370
5 0.225 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.337
T1618 116
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 4 ,ST0PE 4
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED 
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
I 0.461 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.455
2 0.411 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.425
3 0.375 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.401
4 0.300 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.370
5 0.225 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.337
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 4 ♦STORE 5
LEVEL GRAOE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVEREO 
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.461 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.455
2 0.411 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.425
3 0.375 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.401
4 0.300 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.370
5 0.225 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.337
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 5 »STOPE 1
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED 
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.462 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.456
2 0.413 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.427
3 0.376 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.402
4 0.301 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.371
5 0.226 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.338
T1618 117
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 5 tSTORE 2
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED 
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0*462 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.456
2 0.413 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.427
3 0.376 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.402
4 0.301 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.371
5 0.226 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.338
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 5 ,STOPE i 3
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.462 5333. 53. 107. 5387* 0.456
2 0.413 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.427
3 0.376 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.402
4 0.301 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.371
5 0.226 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.338
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 5 *STOPE 4
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0 .462 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.456
2 0.413 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.427
3 0.376 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.402
4 0.301 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.371
5 0.226 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.338
T1618 118
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 5 ,STOPE 5
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED 
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.462 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.456
2 0.413 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.427
3 0.376 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.402
A 0.301 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.371
5 0.226 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.338
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 6 ♦STOPE 1
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED 
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.375 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.371
2 0.300 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.331
3 0.225 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.292
4 0.200 5333. 373. 747. 5707* 0.267
5 0.175 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.247
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 6 ,STOPE 2
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED 
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.375 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.371
2 0.300 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.331
3 0.225 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.292
4 0.200 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.267
5 0 .175 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.247
T1618 119
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 6 ,STOPE 3
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED 
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0*375 5333* 53. 107. 5387. 0.371
2 0*300 5333* 160. 320. 5493. 0.331
3 0.225 5333* 267. 533. 5600. 0.292
4 0.200 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.267
5 0.175 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.247
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 6 * STOPE 4
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.375 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.371
2 0.300 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.331
3 0.225 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.292
4 0.2O0 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.267
5 0.175 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.247
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 6 ,STOPE 5
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.375 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.371
2 0*300 5333* 160. 320. 5493. 0.331
3 0.225 5333. 267. 533. 5600* 0.292
4 0.200 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.267
5 0.175 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.247
T1618 120
ORE 1H PLACE FOR DRIFT 7 * STOPE 1
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS SLOCK RECOVERED 
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS OILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0*225 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.224
2 0.200 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.210
3 0.175 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.197
4 0.125 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.130








TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS OILUTION. RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.225 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.224
2 0.200 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.210
3 0.175 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.197
4 0.125 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.180
5 0.100 5333. 480* 960. 5813. 0.165
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 7 »STOPE 3
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.225 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.224
2 0.200 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.210
3 0.175 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.197
4 0.125 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.180
5 0.100 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.165
T1618 121
ORE IN PLACE FOR OR IFT 7 ,STOPE 4
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED 
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0*225 5333. 53* 107. 5387. 0.224
2 0*200 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.210
3 0*175 5333. 267* 533. 5600. 0.197
4 0.125 5333. 373* 747. 5707. 0.180
5 0*100 5333. 480* 960* 5813. 0.165
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 7 ♦STOPE 5
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED 
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.225 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.224
2 0.200 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.210
3 0.175 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.197
4 0.125 5333* 373. 747. 5707. 0.180
5 0.100 5333* 480. 960. 5813. 0.165
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 8 ,STOPE 1
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED 
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.175 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.175
2 0.125 5333. 160. 320. _ 5493. 0.150
3 0.100 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.135
4 0.100 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.128
5 0.100 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.124
T1618 122
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 8 ,STOPE 2
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVER!
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.175 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.175
2 0.125 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.150
3 0.100 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.135
4 0.100 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.128
5 0.100 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.124
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 8 ,STOPE 3
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVER!
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.175 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.175
2 0.125 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.150
3 0.100 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0. 135
4. 0.100 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.128
5 0.100 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.124
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 8 ,STOPE 4
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.175 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.175
2 0.125 5333. 160. 320. 5493. 0.150
3 0.100 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.135
4 0.100 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.128
5 0.100 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.124
T1618 123
ORE IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 8 »STOPE 5
LEVEL GRADE CALCULATED TONNAGES OF THIS BLOCK RECOVERED
IN PLACE IN PLACE LOSS DILUTION RECOVERED GRADE
1 0.175 5333. 53. 107. 5387. 0.175
2 0.125 5333. 180. 320. 5493. 0.150
3 0.100 5333. 267. 533. 5600. 0.135
4 0.100 5333. 373. 747. 5707. 0.128
5 0.100 5333. 480. 960. 5813. 0.124
T1618 124
PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 1 , STOPE I
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #MG REC TOTAL GRADE #MO RFC TOTAL
GRIG (OIL) IN MILL PROFIT (DID IN MILL PROFIT
I 0.175 0.175 11280. 1487. 0.175 10152. 1457
2 0.125 0.126 8336. *2705. 0.150 17654* -1248
3 0.100 0.105 7040. *4686. 0.135 23990. -5934
4 0.100 0.107 7296. -4614. 0.128 30557. -10548
5 0.100 0.108 7552. -4542. 0.124 37353. -15090
PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 1 * STORE 2
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL
ORIG (DILI IN MILL PROFIT (DILI IN MILL PROFIT
I 0.175 0. 175 11280. 1457. 0.175 10152. 1457
2 0.125 0.126 8336. -2705. 0.150 17654. -1248
3 0.100 0.105 7040. —4686. 0.135 23990. -5934
4 0.100 0.107 7296. -4614. 0.128 30557. -10548
5 0.100 0.108 7552. -4542. 0.124 37353. -15090
PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 1 ,STORE 3
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRAOE #MG REC TOTAL GRADE #MQ REC TOTAL
PRIG (DID IN MILL PROFIT (DID IN MILL PROFIT
1 0.175 0. 175 11280. 1457. 0.175 10152. 1457
2 0.125 0.126 8336. -2705. 0.150 17654. -1248
3 0*100 0.105 7040. -4686. 0.135 23990. -5934
4 0.100 0. 107 7296. -4614. 0.128 30557. -10548
5 0.100 0.108 7552. -4542. 0.124 37353. -15091
T16X8 125
PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT I *STGP£ 4
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS SLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE M Q  REC TOTAL GRADE #MG REC TOTAL
ORIG (DILI IN MILL PROFIT (DILI IN MILL PROFIT
1 0.175 0.175 11280. 1457. 0.175 10152. 1457
2 0.125 0.126 8336.\ -2705. 0.150 17654. -1248
3 0.100 0.105 7040. -4686. 0.135 23990. -5934
4 0.100 0.107 7296. -4614. 0.128 30557. -10548
5 0.100 0.108 7552. -4542. 0.124 37353. -15090
PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 1 tSTOPE 5
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS SLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE m o  REC TOTAL GRADE m o  REC TOTAL
ORIG COIL) IN MILL PROFIT (DILI IN MILL PROFIT
1 0.175 0.175 11280. 1457. 0.175 10152. 1457
2 0.125 0.126 8336. -2705. 0.150 17654. -1248
3 0.100 0.105 7040. -4686. 0.135 23990. -5934
4 0.100 0.107 7296. —4614* 0.128 30557. -10548
5 0.100 0.108 7552. -4542. 0.124 37353. -15090
PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 2 »STOPE 1
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL GRADE #MG REC TOTAL
ORIG (DILI IN MILL PROFIT (DILL IN MILL PROFIT
1 0.225 0.224 14448. 5648. 0 224 13003. 5648.
2 0.200 0.197 12992. 3455. 0 210 24696. 9103.
3 0.175 0.173 11600. 1347. 0 197 35136. 10450.
4 0.125 0.128 8784. -2645. 0 180 43041. 7804.
5 0.100 0.108 7552. -4542. 0 165 49838. 3262.
T1618 126
PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 2 t STOPE 2
LEVEL OATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUN BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE *MO REC TOTAL GRADE #HG REC TOTAL
ORIG (DID IN HILL PROFIT (DID IN HILL PROFIT
1 0.225 0.224 14448. 5648. 0.224 13003. 5648
2 0.200 0.197 12992. 3455. 0.210 24696. 9103
3 0.175 0.173 11600. 1347. 0.197 35136. 10450
4 0.125 0.128 8784. -2645. 0.180 43041. 7804
5 0.100 0.108 7552. -4542. 0.165 49838. 3262
PROFIT IN PLACE FOR. DRIFT 2 tSTOPE 3
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #H0 REC TOTAL GRADE # m  REC TOTAL
ORIG (DID IN HILL. PROFIT (DID IN MILL PROFIT
I 0.225 0.224 14448. 5648. 0.224 13003. 5648
2 0.200 0.197 12992. 3455. 0.210 24696. 9103
3 0.175 0.173 11600. 1347. 0.197 35136. 10450
4 0.125 0.128 8784. -2646. 0.180 43041. 7804
5 0.100 0.108 7552. -4542. 0.165 49838. 3262
PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 2 tSTOPE 4
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGHS LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #MG REC TOTAL GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL
ORIG (DID IN HILL PROFIT (DID IN HILL PROFIT
1 0.225 0.224 14448. 5648. 0.224 13003. 5648
2 0.200 0.197 12992. 3455. 0.210 24696. 9103
3 0.175 0.173 11600. 1347. 0.197 35136. 10450
4 0.125 0.128 8784. -2645. 0.180 43041. 7804
5 0.100 0.108 7552. -4542. 0.165 49838. 3262
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PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 2 #STOPE 5
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #MO REC TOTAL GRADE #MO REC TOTAL
ORIG {DILI IN MILL PROFIT COIL) IN MILL PROFIT
I 0.225 0.224 14448. 5648. 0.224 13003. 5648
2 0.200 0.197 12992. 3455. 0.210 24696. 9103
3 0.175 0.173 11600. 1347. 0.197- 35136. 10450
4 0.125 0.128 8784. -2645. 0.180 43041. 7804
5 0.100 0.108 7552. -4542. 0.165 49838. 3262
PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 3 ,STOPE 1
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE m o  REC TOTAL GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL
ORIG (OIL) IN MILL PROFIT COIL) IN MILL PROFIT
1 0.375 0.371 23952. 18222. 0.371 21557. 18222
2 0.300 0.291 19200. 11668. 0.331 38837. 29890
3 0.225 0.218 14640. 5369. 0.292 52013. 35259
4 0.200 0.193 13248. 3260. 0.267 63936. 38519
5 0.175 0.171 11920. 1237. 0.247 74664. 39756
PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 3 ♦STOPE 2
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL
ORIG (DID IN MILL PROFIT (DID IN MILL PROFIT
1 0.375 0.371 23952. 18222. 0.371 21557. 18222
2 0.300 0.291 19200. 11668. 0.331 38837. 29890
3 0.225 0.218 14640. 5369. 0.292 52013. 35259
4 0.200 0.193 13248. 3260. 0.267 63936. 38519
5 0.175 0. 171 11920. 1237. 0.247 74664. 39756
T1618 128
PROPIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 3 ,STOPE 3
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #HG REC TOTAL GRADE #MO REC TOTAL
ORIG (DILI IN MILL PROFIT (DILI IN MILL PROFIT
1 0*375 0*371 23952. 18222. 0.371 21557. 18222
2 0*300 0*291 19200* 11668. 0.331 38837. 29890
3 0.225 0*218 14640. 5369. 0.292 52013. 35259
4 0*200 0*193 13248. 3260. 0.267 63936. 38519
5 0.175 0.171 11920. 1237. 0.247 74664. 39756
PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 3 ,STOPE 4
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #MG REC TOTAL GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL
ORIG (DILI IN MILL PROFIT (DILI IN MILL PROFIT
1 0.375 0.371 23952. 18222. 0.371 21557. 18222
2 0.300 0.291 19200. 11668. 0.331 38837. 29890
3 0.225 0.218 14640. 5369. 0.292 52013. 35259
4 0.200 0.193 13248. 3260. 0.267 63936. 38519
5 0.175 0.171 11920. 1237. 0.247 74664. 39756
PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 3 fSTOPE 5
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE m o  REC TOTAL GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL
ORIG (DILI IN MILL PROFIT (DID IN. MILL PROFIT
1 0.375 0.371 23952. 18222. 0.371 21557. 18222
2 0.3G0 0.291 19200. 11668. 0.331 38837. 29890
3 0.225 0.218 14640. 5369. 0.292 52013. 35259
4 0.200 0.193 13248. 3260. 0.267 63936. 38519
5 0.175 0.171 11920. 1237. 0.247 74664* 39756
T1618 129
PROFIT IN PLACE FOR OR1FI 4 tSTOPE 1
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUN BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #MG REC TOTAL GRADE #MO REC TOTAL
ORIG COIL) IN MILL PROFIT (DID IN MILL PROFIT
1 0.461 0.455 29417. 25452. 0.455 26475. 25452
2 0.411 0. 396 26106. 20805. 0.425 49971. 46257
3 0.375 0.354 23760. 17434* 0.401 71355. 63691
4 0*300 0.280 19200. 11135. 0.370 88635. 74826
5 0.225 0.213 14832. 5089. 0.337 101983. 79915
PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 4 ,STOPE 2
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL GRADE #«0 REC TOTAL
ORIG (DILI IN MILL PROFIT (DID IN MILL PROFIT
1 0.461 0.455 29417. 25452. 0.455 26475. 25452
2 0.411 0. 396 26106. 20805. 0.425 49971. 46257
3 0.375 0.354 23760. 17434. 0.401 71355. 63691
4 0.300 0.280 19200. 11135. 0.370 88635. 74826
5 0.225 0.213 14832. 5089. 0.337 101983. 79915
PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 4 tSTOPE 3
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL GRADE #MG REC TOTAL
ORIG (DID IN MILL PROFIT (DID IN MILL PROFIT
1 0.461 0.455 29417. 25452. 0.455 26475. 25452
2 0.411 0.396 26106. 20805. 0.425 49971. 46257
3 0.375 0.354 23760. 17434. 0.401 71355. 63691
4 0.300 0.280 19200. 11135. 0.370 88635. 74826
5 0.225 0.213 14832. 5089. 0.337 101983. 79915
TI616 130
PROFIT IM PLACE FOR DRIFT 4 f$TOPE 4
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK SOM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL GRADE #H0 REC TOTAL
ORIG COIL) IN MILL PROFIT C OIL) IN MILL PROFIT
I 0*461 0.455 29417. 25452. 0.455 26475. 25452
2 0*411 0.396 26106. 20805. 0.425 49971. 46257
3 0*375 0.354 23760. 17434. 0.401 71355. 63691
4 0.300 0.280 19200. 11135. 0.370 88635. 74826
5 0.225 0.213 14832. 5089. 0.337 101983. 79916
PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 4 ,STOPE 5
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE m o  REC TOTAL GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL
ORIG (DILI IN MILL PROFIT (DILI IN MILL PROFIT
1 0.461 0.455 29417. 25452. 0.455 26475. 25452.
2 0.411 0.396 26106. 20805. 0.425 49971. 46257.
3 0.375 0.354 23760. 17434. 0.401 71355. 63691.
4 0.300 0.280 19200. 11135. 0.370 88635. 74826.
5 0.225 0.213 14832. 5089. 0.337 101983. 79915.
PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 5 ,STOPE 1
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL
ORIG (DILI IN MILL PROFIT (DILI IN MILL PROFIT
1 0.462 0.456 29496. 25556. 0.456 26546. 25556
2 0.413 0.398 26223. 20959. 0.427 50147. 46516
3 0.376 0.354 23798. 17485. 0.402 71565. 64000
4 0.301 0.281 19237. 11184. 0.371 88878. 75184
5 0.226 0.214 14905. 5186. 0.338 102293. 80370
T1618 131
PROPIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 5 tSTOPE 2
LEVEL OATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #MG REC TOTAL GRADE #MQ REC TOTAL
ORIG (DILI IN MILL PROFIT COIL) IN HILL PROFIT
1 0.462 0.456 29496. 25556. 0.456 26546.
2 -0.413 0.398 26223. 20959. 0.427 50147.
3 0.376 0.354 23798. 17485. 0.402 71565.
4 0.301 0.281 19237. 11184. 0.371 88878.






PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 5 »STOPE 3
LEVEL OATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL
ORIG (OIL) IN MILL PROFIT (OIL) IN MILL PROFIT
1 0.462 0.456 29496. 25556. 0.456 26546.
2 0.413 0.398 26223. 20959. 0.427 50147.
3 0.376 0.354 23798. 17485. 0.402 71565.
4 0.301 0.281 19237. 11184. 0.371 88878.






PROFIT IN PLACE FOR; DRIFT 5 ,STOPE 4
LEVEL OATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #MG REC TOTAL GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL
ORIG (OIL) IN MILL PROFIT (DID IN MILL PROFIT
1 0.462 0.456 29496. 25556. 0.456 26546
2 0.413 0.398 26223. 20959. 0.427 50147
3 0.376 0.354 23798. 17485. 0.402 71565
4 0.301 0.281 19237. 11184. 0.371 88878







PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 5 ,STOPE 5
fEL DATA FOR; THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVELGRADE GRADE m o  REC TOTAL GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL
ORIG COIL) IN MILL PROFIT (DILI IN MILL PROFIT
I 0*462 0.456 29496. 25556. 0.456 26546. 25556
Z 0.413 0.398 26223. 20959. 0.427 50147. 465163 0.376 0.354 23798. 17485. 0.402 71565. 64000
4 0.301 0.281 19237. 11184. 0.371 88878. 75184
5 0.226 0.214 14905. 5186. 0.338 102293. 80370
PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 6 ,STORE I
LEVEL OATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #N0 REC TOTAL GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL
ORIG (DID IN MILL PROFIT COIL) IN MILL PROFIT
1 0.375 0.371 23952. 18222. 0.371 21557. 18222
2 0.300 0.291 19200. 11668. 0.331 38837. 29890
3 0.225 0.218 14640. 5369. 0.292 52013. 35259
4 0.200 0.193 13248. 3260. 0.267 63936. 38519
5 0.175 0.171 11920. 1237. 0.247 74664. 39756
PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 6 ♦STOPE 2
LEVEL OATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #MQ REC TOTAL GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL
ORIG {DILI IN MILL PROFIT (DID IN MILL PROFIT
1 0.375 0.371 23952. 18222. 0.371 21557. 18222
2 0.300 0.291 19200. 11668. 0.331 38837. 29890
3 0.225 0.218 14640. 5369. 0.292 52013. 35259
4 0.200 0. 193 13248. 3260. 0.267 63936. 38519
5 0.175 0.171 11920. 1237. 0.247 74664. 39756
T1618 133
PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 6 »STOPE 3
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK SOM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #MO REC TOTAL GRADE #MG REC TOTAL
ORIG (DILI IN MILL PROFIT (DILI IN MILL PROFIT
I 0.375 0.371 23952. 18222. 0.371 21557. 182222 0.300 0.291 19200. 11668. 0.331 38837. 29890
3 0.225 0.218 14640• 5369. 0.292 52013. 35259
4 0.200 0. 193 13248. 3260. 0.267 63936. 38519
5 0.175 0.171 11920. 1237. 0.247 74664. 39756
PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 6 ,STOPE 4
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #MQ REC TOTAL GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL
ORIG (DILI IN MILL PROFIT (DILI IN MILL PROFIT
1 0.375 0.371 23952. 18222. 0.371 21557. 18222
2 0.300 0.291 19200. 11668* 0.331 38837. 29890
3 0.225 0.218 14640. 5369. 0.292 52013. 35259
4 0.2O0 0.193 13248. 3260. 0.267 63936. 38519
5 0.175 0.171 11920. 1237. 0.247 74664. 39756
PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 6 *STOPS 5
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL GRADE JMO REC TOTAL
ORIG (DILI IN MILL PROFIT (DILI IN MILL PROFIT
1 0.375 0.371 23952. 18222. 0.371 21557. 18222
2 0.300 0.291 19200. 11668. 0.331 * ?8837. 29890
3 0.225 0.218 14640. 5369. 0.292 52013. 3525^
4. 0.200 0.193 13248. 3260. 0.267, 63936. 38519
5. 0.175 0.171 11920. 1237. 0.247 74664. 39756
T1618 134
PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT T ,STOPE 1
LEVEL OATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #MO REC TOTAL GRADE #MG REC TOTAL
ORIG (DILI IN MILL PROFIT (DILI IN MILL PROFIT
1 0.225 0.224 14448. 5648. 0.224 13003.
2 0.200 0.197 12992. 3455. 0.210 24696.
3 0.175 0.173 11600. 1347. 0.197 35136.
4 0.125 0.128 8784. -2645. 0.180 43041.






PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 7 ,STOPE 2
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL
ORIG (DILI IN MILL PROFIT (DILI IN MILL PROFIT
1 0.225 0.224 14448. 5648. 0.224 13003.
2 0.200 0.197 12992. 3455. 0.210 24696.
3 0.175 0.173 11600. 1347. 0.197 35136.
4 0.125 0.128 8784. -2645. 0.180 43041.






PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 7 ,STOPE 3
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL
ORIG (DILI IN MILL PROFIT (DILI IN MILL PROFIT
1 0.225 0.224 14448. 5648. 0.224 13003.
2 0.200 0. 197 12992. 3455. 0.210 24696.
3 0.175 0.173 11600. 1347. 0.197 35136.
4 0.125 0.128 8784. -2646. 0.180 43041.







PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 7 ,STOPE 4
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #MO REC TOTAL GRADE #MO REC TOTAL
ORIG (OIL) IN MILL PROFIT (DILI IN MILL PROFIT
1 0.225 0.224 14448. 5648. 0.224 13003.
2 0.200 0.197 12992. 3455. 0.210 24696.
3 0.175 0.173 11600. 1347. 0.197 35136.
4 0.125 0.128 8784. -2645. 0.180 43041.






PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 7 ,STOPE 5
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #MG REC TOTAL GRADE #HQ REC TOTAL
ORIG (DILI IN MILL PROFIT (DID IN MILL PROFIT
1 0.225 0.224 14448. 5648. 0.224 13003
2 0.200 0.197 12992. 3455. 0.210 24696
3 0.175 0.173 11600. 1347. 0.197 35136
4 0.125 0.128 8784. -2645. 0.180 43041






PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 8 tSTOPE 1
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL
ORIG (DILI IN MILL PROFIT (DILI IN MILL PROFIT
1 0.175 0.175 11280. 1457. 0.175 10152. 1457
2 0.125 0.126 8336. -2705. 0.150 17654. -1248
3 0.100 0.105 7040. -4686. 0.135 23990. -5934
4 0.100 0. 107 7296. -4614. 0.I28 30557. -10548
5 0.100 0.108 7552. -4542. 0.124 37353. -15090
T1618 136
PROFIT IN PtACE FOR DRIFT 8 »STOPE 2
LEVEL OATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUN BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #MG REC TOTAL GRADE #MG REC TOTAL
ORIG (DILI IN HILL PROFIT (DILI IN HILL PROFIT
1 0* 175 0* 175 11280* 1457. 0.175 10152. 1457
2 0*125 0*126 8336. -2705. 0.150 17654. -1248
3 0*100 0*105 7040. -4686. 0.135 23990. -5934
4 0*100 0.107 7296. -4614. 0.128 30557. -10548
5 0.100 0*108 7552. -4542. 0.124 37353. -15090,
PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 8 tSTOPE 3
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #H0 REC TOTAL GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL
ORIG (DILI IN MILL PROFIT (DILI IN HILL PROFIT
1 0.175 0.175 11280* 1457. 0.175 10152. 1457
2 0.125 0.126 8336. -2705. 0.150 17654. -1248
3 0.100 0.105 7040. -4686. 0.135 23990. -5934
4 O.100 0.107 7296. -4614. 0.128 30557. -10548
5 0.100 0.108 7552. -4542. 0.124 37353. -15091
PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 8 tSTOPE 4
LEVEL DATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUN BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #M0 REC TOTAL GRADE #MQ REC TOTAL
ORIG (DILI IN HILL PROFIT (DILI IN HILL PROFIT
1 0.175 0. 175 11280. 1457. 0.175 10152. 1457
2 0.125 0.126 8336. -2705. 0.150 17654. -1248
3 0.100 0.105 7040. -4686. 0.135 23990. -5934
4 0.100 0.107 7296. -4614. 0.128 30557. -10548
5 0.100 0.108 7552. -4542. 0.124 37353. -15090
T16XS 137
PROFIT IN PLACE FOR DRIFT 8 ,STOPE 5
LEVEL OATA FOR THIS BLOCK SUM BLOCKS THROUGH LEVEL
GRADE GRADE #MG REC TOTAL GRADE #MO REC TOTAL
ORIG (DILI IN MILL PROFIT COIL) IN MILL PROFIT
1 0*175 0. 175 11280. 1457. 0.175 10152. 1457
2 0.125 0.126 8336. -2705. 0.150 17654. -1248
3 0.100 0.105 7040. -4686. 0.135 23990. -5934
4 0*100 0.107 7296. -4614. 0.128 30557. -10548
5 0.100 0. 108 7552. -4542. 0.124 37353. -15090
T1618 138
MINE TOTAL PROFIT SUMMARY 
TOTAL PROFIT = $ 1292611.00
SUMMARY BY DRIFT
DRIFT 1 TOTAL PROFIT 3= $ 0.0
DRIFT 2 TOTAL PROFIT = $ 52498.13
DRIFT 3 TOTAL PROFIT SS $ 192844.19
DRIFT 4 TOTAL PROFIT = $ 399827.25
DRIFT 5 TOTAL PROFIT 3S $ 402100.13
DRIFT 6 TOTAL PROFIT $ 192844.19
DRIFT 7 TOTAL PROFIT = $ 52498.11
DRIFT 8 TOTAL PROFIT 3S $ 0.0
SUMMARY BY STOPE
T STOPE LEVEL PROFIT
1 1 NOT MINED
1 2 NOT MINED
1 3 NOT MINED
1 4 NOT MINED
1 5 NOT MINED
2 1 3 $ 10499.63
2 2 3 $ 10499.63
2 3 3 $ 10499.61
2 4 3 $ 10499.63
2 5 3 $ 10499.64
3 1 4 $ 38568.85
3 2 4 $ 38568.86
3 3 4 $ 38568.90
3 * 4 4 $ 38568.86
3 5 4 $ 38568.86
4 1 5 $ 79965.44
4 2 5 $ 79965.44
4 3 5 $, 79965.44
4 4 5 $ 79965.50
4 5 5 $ 79965.44
5 1 5 $ 80420.00
5 2 5 $ 80420.06
5 3 5 $ 80420.00
5 4 5 $ 80420.06
5 5 5 $ 80420.00
6 1 4 $ 38568.85
6 2 4 $ 38568.85
6 3 4 $ 38568.90
6 4 4 $ 38568.85
6 5 4 $ 38568.86
7 1 3 $ 10499.61













3 3 $ 10499.61
4 3 $ 10499.61








Those persons familiar with the operations research 
techniques and computer programming methods used in the 
formulation and solution of this model should require very 
little explanation of the specific techniques used. It is, 
however, realized that most persons who are concerned with 
the problems of mine planning have limited training or back­
ground in the areas of operations research and computer 
programming. An attempt has been made, therefore, to place 
comment cards throughout the programs to provide sufficient 
documentation and explanation. A few additional comments 
are in order to provide further explanation.
The ore reserve model generally follows the procedure 
outlined in the main body of this paper. Rather than estab­
lishing complete matrices of line segments, rectangles and 
small cubes by section, the grade of each individual line 
segment derived from a line being scanned is prorated, weighted, 
and directly summed to each of the prisms within the influ­
ence of the line segment. This treatment reduced both memory 
requirement and execution time. Several "flags*1 have been 
established which can provide simply formatted diagnostic 
output during initial program implementation to assure that
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this process is being carried out correctly. These flags are 
the input variables MRKSEG,’MHKMM, and MRKDRP, and if set at 
1 will display the grades of individual line segments across 
the scan line, number of line segments used in computing the 
grade of each prism, and grade in place calculated for each 
prism, respectively. The MRKDKP option is recommended in de­
bugging runs particularly as an alternative to the full de­
tailed output. Other specific input characteristics and out­
put options are described in the comment cards and exhibits of 
this appendix.
The boundary program and Max-Flow subroutine interact, 
but may be analyzed as two separate units. The boundary pro­
gram accepts as input the profit values for each block of ore 
as calculated in the ore reserve program. These basic values 
are stored on disk (file 1), The values are modified in the 
course of program execution, and two other disk files (2 and 3) 
are used to hold the condition of the blocks with capital 
allocated and before and after Max-Flow analysis, (Since these 
files are direct, or sequential, data, they are defined in 
job control language and do not require DEFINE FILE statements 
with the IBM machine). The flow of the boundary program and 
description of its steps is contained in the comment cards.
The four disk files defined by DEFINE FILE statements 
(11, 12, 13, and H )  are random-access files used with the
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subroutine MAXFLO. These files and several FUNCTION state­
ments and subroutines allow treatment of disk data as though 
they were dimensioned data stored in core memory* The MAXFLO 
subroutine logic is straightforward, and consists of estab­
lishing arcs to positive blocks, establishing arcs from these 
blocks to the negative blocks within their region of influ­
ence, and applying the Max-Flow Algorithm to the resulting 
network. The flow and logic of this program are also docu­
mented in the comment cards*
The programs have all been dimensioned to allow solution 
of an orebody having Zk rows of 25 stopes and 30 elevation 
increments, or 18,000 blocks of ore* Since the sample prob­
lem was based on 20-ft squares and i+O-ft by ifO-ft by 20-ft 
prisms, these dimensions have been internally coded* Many 
other "variables" which remained constant for this problem 
were coded in DATA statements rather than through input, for 
the sake of simplicity and minimizing input required, but 
can easily be altered to meet the needs of specific problems* 
For those who desire to implement this technique with 
a computer system having a lower amount of core storage, a 
technique similar to that used in the MAXFLO subroutine 
could be used to utilize more on-line storage and require 
less core memory. For those systems having more core memory 
available, re-coding the MAXFLO subroutine to use more 
memory and less on-line storage would decrease the total
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time required but increase the cost in most instances# The 
optimum level of core memory usage as opposed to on-line 
H storage usage would be primarily dependent on computer charging 
scales and hardware restrictions, and should, therefore, be 
determined by the individual user#
